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The  in Market Warsop (Notts) which has sadly been demolished – see Casework p6; photo taken July 2004

Members may have noticed that the CTA, over the last few months,
has been gradually adapting its operations to enhance its presence in
the expanding digital world enabling enthusiasts, both members and
non-members, with their different interests in cinema heritage to
communicate online more easily. The display of icons above repre-
sents the digital services in which we are either already established
and those that we have launched. These are explained on p2.
Difficulties created by the global pandemic have made organising
‘real’ meetings impossible and this has led to the rapid introduction
of digital alternatives, notably video conferencing, virtual talks and
presentations and social media, etc. Naturally, we all hope that it will
be possible to return to some form of normality in the not-too-distant
future; however it is quite probable that using these on-line methods
will have a permanent impact on our future way of life.
Our recently introduced virtual talks and presentations (using Zoom) have
allowed us to trial and perfect the technology, enabling us to provide a
programme of regular monthly talks, from a wide range of cinema-related
speakers and topics of interest. This has a major advantage of potentially
reaching a global audience and certainly a much larger attendance than
was ever possible to attract to our London-based meetings.

To mark the CTA’s expansion into the digital world we have
arranged in collaboration with the Los Angeles Historic Theater
Foundation (LAHTF) a live link-up for a spectacular presentation
entitled Atmospheric Theatres.

Full details on page 3

The  San Antonio (Texas)
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Back in Bulletin 54/5 last September I reminded you that I was
putting Internet and email addresses in [square brackets]. As I was
compiling this Bulletin, I thought –why? That convention dated from
the days when your Bulletin was printed in monochrome and I did it
to make them stand out. We have been in full colour since the
beginning of 2014 and it has taken me these seven years to realise
there is another way. My DTP program can automatically put them
in colour; that will make them stand out. It also has the advantage
that if you download the PDF version of the Bulletin from the CTA
website cta-uk.org the links should be ‘live’. You will have to log in
to the members’ area first; see instructions on p31.
Another member has asked me about printing pictures from newspa-
pers and the Internet. I have been trying to find out the position but
have come across conflicting information. I was working under the
impression that it was fine to quote brief passages from written
material for the purposes of reporting but photographs were a differ-
ent matter. However I have come across a legal website that talks
about a “copyright exception” for images and gives examples such as
“non-commercial research, criticism, review, quotation and reporting
current events”. I’m sure that your Bulletin falls into one or more of
these categories. Can any of our legal members give further guidance?
I see that Boris’s ‘roadmap’ for coming out of lockdown has given a
provisional date for when cinemas can reopen – 17 May at the earliest.
Let’s hope that by the next Bulletin we can give more positive news.
Finally, an item only remotely connected to cinemas. BBC News had
reported last December that the second person to be vaccinated (in
Coventry) was called William Shakespeare. In February they carried
an interview with him and his son, also called William Shakespeare.
They were described as “Two Gentlemen of Corona!”

Harry Rigby, CTA Bulletin Editor
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… continued from front page

To implement and manage our digital service enhancements, we have
established the ‘digital team’, composed of some existing members
of the Events sub-committee, to bring together a combination of their
skills, to which we also welcome two new members who have offered
their technical expertise to help us build and steer the CTA into the
expanding digital world.
The social media community has evolved with its own hierarchy;
once a person is ‘hooked’ they tag the sender (the CTA) and share
information received by networking it with their friends, triggering a
pyramid of information distribution. This is an area that we will be
cautiously addressing.
We have also taken notice of members’ requests to address the slowly
declining rate of new memberships and the need to attract a wider
demographic, especially to introduce a younger audience of followers,
who similarly share our interest and enthusiasm about our cinema
heritage. We need to embrace the expanding world of social media and
distribute our events, news and information to people who are ‘at-
tached’ to their small screens, usually looking at them on the move.

In common with many other organisations and societies we have
decided to use an on-line ticket booking service (TicketSource).
Coping with the growing number of registrations for our virtual talks,
this offers several advantages, including the facility to make a small
charge for hosting talks, enabling the CTA to recover the running
costs incurred by operating the Zoom platform.
TicketSource (www.ticketsource.co.uk) can be simply searched using
their database for any event that they are handling; for the CTA, use
‘Cinema Theatre’ or the title of the event. Booking reservations and
statistics are collected and sent to us. A handy feature is an automatic
reminder (one day before the event) and this will also contain a
log-in link to access the booked talk. When an admission charge
applies this is transacted in the normal way using a credit/debit
card and any handling charge is included in the advertised charge.

We are delighted to announce that the Los Angeles Historic Theater
Foundation (LAHTF) is collaborating with us for a spectacular presen-
tation on the theme of Atmospheric Theaters. Many outstanding
examples will be discussed and illustrated. The presentation will be
followed by a Q+A session from experts at the LAHTF.
This has been arranged as a special event to mark the CTA’s
expansion into the digital world. Why not see the trailer on YouTube:
youtu.be/ekuVyfc6PIM
Marcus Loew famously said, “Patrons buy tickets to theaters, not
movies,” and this may not hold truer than with atmospheric theaters.
We invite you to join CTA and the Los Angeles Historic Theater
Foundation as we explore the quaint villages, European Cities and
fantasy lands within theatres of the 1920s and 30s. This design
style was renowned architect John Eberson’s signature, creating an
experience for Americans who may never travel beyond the United
States. We are incredibly lucky that so many have survived and are
thriving as entertainment venues today, continuing to transport
patrons to another time and place.
During the presentation we will visit Los Angeles, travel across the US
and explore a few locations around the globe (including the UK).
Whether under a perfect summer blue sky or a twinkling starry night,
your imagination is certain to run wild and deliver you to a faraway locale.
Come escape into the extraordinary world of atmospherics with us!

CTA talks and presentations are open to members
and non-members. Booking is done on-line using
TicketSource www.ticketsource.co.uk.
Simply insert ‘Cinema Theatre’ in their search box.

The  Phoenix (Arizona) – images courtesy of Historic Theater Photography
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A new feature bringing cinema enthusiasts a variety of topics of
interest, intrigue and reminiscences. This edition will have a distinct
Scottish flavour and end with a photo quiz and then transfer to the
open chat session for those who may wish to participate.

Is this Edinburgh’s secret cinema? Enthusiasts not only enjoy visiting
the cinema to see films they also make and show films in their own
cinema built for the purpose. Edinburgh has attracted many amateur
film makers, all of whom now work digitally rather than with film. The
Edinburgh Ciné and Video Society (ECVS) is well established with its
roots dating back to 1936, still flourishing with a keen and active
membership. They are also proud of the major refurbishment of their
premises when the Queen Mother attended to unveil a plaque
marking the occasion.
Peter Kendrick is a member of both the CTA and the ECVS (above) and
tells the interesting story of this film makers’ society, of how they
evolved, make films and how they made the transition from ciné to
video whilst some members ‘rebelled’ at the very suggestion! Peter’s
presentation is illustrated with photographs and film clips.

The CTA is pleased to welcome the curator and co-founder of the
Cinema Museum in London to recall his interesting career, when
in the 1950s, he worked as a projectionist in the Donald family-
run circuit of cinemas and other entertainments, where they
owned and operated most of the cinemas in Aberdeen. His
experience covered working in several of the cinemas, now
vanished. The talk will be illustrated with photographs and rare
film clips from his personal collection.
It was whilst Ronald worked in Aberdeen – and by a chance meeting
in the street with a donor – that Ronald started collecting cinema
apparatus and artefacts. In conjunction with Martin Humphries
(co-founder), as their collection expanded it led to establishing the

in which to display them.

A guest photographer is invited to provide a dozen photographs from
their personal collection for a quiz. Members can participate in the
quiz and we will open the chat room for viewers to offer their answers.

An extension to the above talks is an invitation to participate in an
open chat session about cinema-related topics of your choosing that
you may wish to share with others.

CTA talks and presentations are open to members
and non-members. Booking is done on-line using
TicketSource www.ticketsource.co.uk.
Simply insert ‘Cinema Theatre’ in their search box.

� tinyurl.com/u6anpg3o A page from the Daily Mail – a look inside
some unusual Wetherspoons pubs, including several cinemas.

� youtu.be/tbVH632_HgA An 11½-minute video – a look at some of
London’s Movie sights in Leicester Square and surrounding streets.

� tinyurl.com/19yc8p85 21 vintage photos of Movie Theatres
through the years, mainly in the USA but some in Europe.

� tinyurl.com/5a838775 From the Liverpool Echo – Lost Treasures
of Liverpool, including the  and the overhead railway.

� tinyurl.com/txm8qvht From the Edinburgh Evening News – ten
former Edinburgh cinemas that have been given a new lease of life.

� youtu.be/xJpOiUpbZQs An excellent 9½ minute video from Bradford
Live showing work at the former  /  / 
to convert it into a huge music venue. This video also includes
some historical material and expands considerably on one
featured in this column previously. {3677}

� eehe.org.uk/?p=24089 A page from the Epsom and Ewell History
Explorer devoted to the  cinema in Ewell,
3 October 1938 – 23 April 1998 {13747} sent in by Richard Jones

� tinyurl.com/3v9u6rf6 Some statistics from the European Audio-
visual Observatory – EU & UK cinema attendance down by
70.7% in 2020 amid global pandemic. sent in by Anthony Wills

� tinyurl.com/13l3bj8i A 19-minute video documentary on the
recently completed $66 million redevelopment of 

 in Adelaide, Australia. sent in by Colin Stanley

The items below are from the BFI Player free archive – a search
for “cinema” results in 203 free videos. player.bfi.org.uk/free
� tinyurl.com/vhrko7o1 The opening of the  Chelsea in 1951

together with the Hammersmith Regatta.
tinyurl.com/112gmp0x A 7¾-minute amateur video on the demoli-
tion of the in Ramsgate & Herne Bay. sent in by Kevin Gooding

This is the definitive guide to the buildings that were built to
show moving pictures, from the earliest origins in 1896 up to
the multiplex era. There are many illustrations with several in
colour and a 24-page gazetteer of cinema buildings telling the

reader what there is to see in most places in the UK. There
are useful appendices about listed cinemas, a glossary of

architectural terms and a comprehensive bibliography.
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These binders are to a new, revised design, which
should allow easier storage for the more recent
thicker copies of the magazine. The ‘Wirex’ sys-
tem allows copies to be inserted easily and re-
moved if required. There are twelve wires per
binder, although the number of copies that can
be inserted may vary depending on the thickness
of the issue. The binders can also be used for the
thinner, earlier copies of the magazine. Featuring
a red leather-look finish and the magazine title on
the spine in the current format.

 £6.00 per binder, supplied in a special postal carton.
Please add £3.40 to your total order for post and packing.
Ordering details below.

There are still some books available in this sale,
including rare titles such as Cathedrals of the
Movies, The Picture Palace, etc. To receive a full
list with around 50 titles, please send an email
to the Sales Officer sales@cta-uk.org with ‘Sec-
ond Hand Book List’ as the subject. Or write to
Sales Officer, 34 Pelham Road, London, N22
6LN (SAE appreciated).

Listed below are the back numbers of Picture House that are
still available:

There are also available a few second-hand copies of out-of-print issues
of Picture House 9, 10, 14/15, 20 & 23, priced £5.00 each, plus postage.
A list of their contents was printed on p4 of Bulletin 52/2 or can be
obtained by SAE or email from the Sales Officer or Bulletin Editor.

We can supply back numbers of most Bulletins from Volume 21
(1987) to date. Prices for issues from 1987 to 2019 are £4.00 per
year (6 issues), individual copies are £1.00 each. Prices for issues in
2020 and 2021 are £5.00 per copy. All prices include postage. There
are some issues available from earlier years – 1967 to 1986. Please
send enquiries to the Sales Officer.

For post and packing: total order value up to £20.00 please add £3.40,
total order value from £20.01 to £40.00 please add £4.40, total order
value from £40.01 to £60.00 please add £6.40. For larger orders and
overseas, please contact the Sales Officer, email: sales@cta-uk.org.
Orders to Jeremy Buck, CTA Sales, 34, Pelham Road, London, N22 6LN.
Cheques/POs payable to Cinema Theatre Association, or send
credit/debit card number with expiry date and security code. A com-
plete sales list is available by sending an SAE and all the books can be
seen on the CTA website www.cta-uk.org where you can also place your
order using PayPal. A sales list is sent with every order.

No 6 £1.50
Television in the Cinema; Southampton;

, Blackpool.

No 8 £1.50 Sol Levy; Reginald Cooper; in NW London.

No 16 £3.00  London; 3000 plus; John Broadley remembers.

No 17 £3.00
featuring the Cinemas of George Coles

with 26 original photographs reproduced in sepia.

No 18 £3.00 Sydney Colwyn Foulkes; United Picture Theatres; Wimborne.

No 19 £3.50
Co-operative Cinemas; Lambeth; Dursley;
Alister Macdonald;  Tooting.

No 21 £3.50 100 Years On; Travelling Shows; Reggie Rea;  Sheffield;
Wells; West End Adverts; Scotland.

No 22 £3.50 Burrell, Foley, Fischer;  London; David Nye.

No 24 £4.50 Oldest Cinema - Harringay; Cardiff Round-up;  Miscellany.

No 25 £4.50 Oldest Cinema (Brighton); FE Bromige; Committee’s Choice; Gau-
mont Managers; Swansea;.

No 26 £4.50
Newcastle; Edward Stone; Granada Men;

E de Wilde Holding; Portobello Road.

No 27 £4.50
New ;  Bristol; Clark & Fenn;
Compton Organs; Tim Foster Associates.

No 28 £4.50 James McKissack; WJ King; ; Tabs.

No 29 £4.50
Cinerama in Britain; Braziers the Builders; John Fernée;
Waller Jeffs; John Duffin’s paintings.

No 30 £5.00
The Davis Family, Croydon;  Hammersmith Organ;
Norwich Roadshows.

No 31 £7.50
Special 84-page edition:  – A Family Business:
Sol Sheckman and the  Circuit.

No 32 £5.00
Harry Myers Photographs; Cinemas at the Coalface;
Shaws of Darwen: Edward A Stone.

No 33 £5.00 Theodore Komisarjevsky; Circuit & other releases of 1956; The
case for saving the  Bradford.

No 34 £5.00  Birmingham;  Tooting in 1934;
Rank in post-war Scotland; J Braddon’s Cinema life.

No 35 £5.00 Holophane lighting; Imitations of ; Cradley Records; 1909
Cinematograph Act; Kingston Showmanship.

No 36 £6.00
Leslie Kemp; Jeremy Perkins on Brighton;
The  Circuit; Circuit Releases of 1960.

No 37 £8.50 Special 92-page issue; saving the  Harwich.

No 38 £6.00
Northern Morris Associated Cinemas;  Milton Keynes;
Going to the Cinema in Birmingham;  Conwy;

 Haymarket; Military Cinemas; Cinema Murders.

No 39 £6.00 WWI and the Film Trade; Tale of Two ;  North Finch-
ley;  Oxford; Films at the .

No 40 £6.00
 Euston; Michael Stringer memories; West End in the

1950s; Stafford Entertainments; Will Onda & James Atroy;
Stephen Waddingham – a  man.

No 41 £6.00
CTA’s 50th Anniversary;  Stockport;  Leeds; 
Rayners Lane; Pascal J Stienlet.

No 42 £6.00
 Elephant & Castle,  Crosby;  Lewes;

 Chelsea;  Sheffield Figures.

No 43 £6.00
Virgin Cinemas; Peter Jewett’s  memories;  Kings Cross; 

 Campbeltown; Beeston/Nottingham memories.

No 44 £6.00
Village Cinemas of NE Scotland; William Keys’ career;
Bernard Snowball’s remembers Pt1.

No 45 £8.50 Classic Repertory Cinemas; Blackpool Cinemas; Thomas Jackson;
Bernard Snowball remembers Pt2.

from the Joyce Braddon collection of Film Weekly, 1938-1939

www.ticketsource.co.uk
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https://youtu.be/tbVH632_HgA
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https://tinyurl.com/13l3bj8i
https://player.bfi.org.uk/free
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https://tinyurl.com/112gmp0x
mailto:sales@cta-uk.org
mailto:sales@cta-uk.org
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The campaign to instigate action in response to the deterioration of
the  at Grays has elicited a statement from JD Wetherspoon plc,
which reaffirms its commitment to the rehabilitation of the cinema. An
updated planning application is to be tendered; however, this is
budgeted at approximately five million pounds, whereas expenditure
on the previously approved scheme was estimated at a figure exceed-
ing ten million pounds. It is feared that this diminution of funding
could prove detrimental to the sympathetic restoration of the edifice.
The CTA has received an exhaustive report detailing analysis of the
original paint scheme of the  in Walthamstow. It is unclear if
this original palette will be adopted in the current design; however, it
appears that the Association’s argument against an ‘arrested decay’
strategy of renovation has been accepted.

Additional problems, including severe decay to certain elements, have
been identified on the façade of the  in Wood Green; these
will require significant remedial measures, necessitating a corre-
sponding additional pecuniary input from the owners.
photo taken March 2016

As reported previously, endeavours at the  in Paignton
have been re-energised subsequent to procurement of substantial
funding. The CTA is to emphasise the significance of certain rare
surviving original features that may be in danger of neglect in the
refurbishment. These include the gypsy-pit and the mid-auditorium
barrier. See Newsreel p23 and Holiday Snaps on back page.

The  in Shrewsbury has been identified as an ‘opportunity
site’ in a local regeneration plan. Both the Theatres Trust and the
Association have objected, stressing that a distinguished building with
listed status should not be classified as available for development.
photo taken August 2007

A local campaign has effected the acquisition by the local authority of
the  in Taunton; the venue currently retains its func-
tion as a bingo hall. photo taken August 2003

A pre-application proposal for the conversion to a gymnasium of the
 in Westbourne has been proffered. The majority of the modifi-

cations prove acceptable but a pervasive uninspired grey colour
scheme and obscuration of the murals are to be resisted.

It is with extreme regret that the demolition of the  in Warsop
must be recorded. Although permission for demolition had been grant-
ed, this was conditional upon contracts for redevelopment of the site
having been secured. However, following the fall of a piece of masonry
from the structure, the owner immediately commissioned a structural
engineer’s report, which certified that the condition of the cinema
posed a danger to the public. This presented a complex legal scenario
whereby under relevant legislation the local Council’s duty of care for
public safety over-rode the planning condition preventing immediate
demolition. The objections of the CTA thus proved of no avail. See
photo p6 Bulletin 54/6 and front cover this Bulletin.
Following cleansing and repair, the frieze from the façade of the

 in Doncaster has been re-erected in the town’s Civic
and Cultural quarter. Its location upon a plinth at ground level facili-
tates close scrutiny of its subtleties, yet without additional protection
it is susceptible to accidental or intentional damage.
An application has been submitted to convert the  in Morley
into residential accommodation. Its previous utilisation as a night-
club suggests that negligible decorative detailing is retained inter-
nally, although a local Conservation Area Appraisal recognises the
merit of the frontage, which would be preserved if the project
receives approval. See photo p23 Bulletin 54/6.
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea has granted permis-
sion for the façade of the  to be dismantled and
subsequently reconstructed following stabilisation. Conditions have
been placed upon the operation and a photographic record must be
created; however, apprehension remains concerning the degree of
originality that this procedure will conserve.
Two planning applications have been presented relating to the 
in Plymouth, which is situated in a conservation area. The CTA has
objected to demolition and is supporting a local campaign group,
which aspires to convert the building to an arts centre. Regrettably
this organisation does not own the cinema and is in possession of no
funding for its proposition. Nevertheless, the proposal is garnering an
element of political support, which could prove crucial as the local
Council holds title to the structure.
Wakefield Metropolitan District Council has purchased the outstand-
ing period of the lease of the  but it has not published any
specific plans for the site. It had previously declared an intention to
demolish the structure; however, following a consultation exercise, it
has indicated that it would additionally explore other options. The
Association has issued a press release emphasising the building’s
merit and canvassing for its retention. See photo p27 last Bulletin.
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By the end of 2020, which saw two national lockdowns and zero
cinema admissions in April, May and June, total admissions for the
year were 43.9 million, fewer even than the figure recorded in 1984,
previously considered the worst in history, when there were just 54
million admissions. Cinemas tried their best when the Government
allowed them to tentatively reopen last July but with studios refusing
to release product, it was hopeless. August 2020 saw 13 million fewer
admissions than August 2019. October 2020, a month that tradition-
ally boasts a profitable school half term, had 14 million fewer admis-
sions than the previous October, while December 2020 saw just half
a million admissions, 18 million fewer than at the same period in 2019.
The current year began with zero admissions for January. February
and March will also post zero admissions. Will April finally see the first
UK cinema admissions for 2021? It’s possible but unlikely. And even
if cinemas are allowed to open, will the Hollywood Studios release
their latest product? With the exception of Warner Brothers, the big
players refused to release their anticipated blockbusters last year
when cinemas initially reopened after three months of closure and
there’s nothing to suggest they will this time round.

When it comes to a table of cinema screens per capita, the UK lies in
third place, with 6.8 screens per 100,000 people, slightly behind
France and just ahead of Germany. The number of cinema screens
per capita reflects the level of economic development of a country as
well as its cinema-going culture. In a radically changed post pandemic
world where people will be desperate to leave their homes and escape
their troubles, cinema can be a saviour. We just need to hope that our
cherished cinemas can continue to ride out these terrible times. The
statistics may make grim reading at the moment but we must contin-
ue to hope for better cinema-going times.

Figures from the UK Cinema Association
see also Internet Corner on p4 for a link to European statistics

He uses statistics as a drunken man uses lamp posts –
for support rather than illumination.

Andrew Lang (1844-1912), Scottish poet and novelist
At the outbreak of war in 1939, when Odeon and Associated British
Cinemas, in particular, were opening a couple of new cinemas every
month, there were 5,500 cinemas in Britain. Imagine how glorious
that must have been! Ten years later, there were 4,483 cinemas. By
1977 there were just 1,004 sites and 1,510 screens. In 2019 there
were 840 cinemas in the UK, over one hundred more than 2003. As
cinemas today now boast multiple auditoria, that equates to around
4,500 screens (a thousand more than ten years ago), roughly the
same number of screens as 65 years ago when cinemas only had
one auditorium.

Since 2010, the UK Box Office has grown by 27% and in 2019, when
there were 176 million cinema admissions, the UK Box Office was worth
£1.25 billion. The final six weeks of 2019, in fact, delivered 23% more
box office revenue than the same period in 2018, when there were 177
million admissions, the most for fifty years. 2020 began with 16.5
million admissions – three million more than January 2019. February
2020 attracted 14.5 million admissions – two million more than the
previous February. Cinema bosses were understandably anticipating a
bumper year. But then, as we are all sadly aware, the pandemic struck
and cinemas throughout the land were forced to lock their doors.

January 13,711,441 16,505,362
February 12,226,237 14,544,878
March 11,430,575 4,807,037
April 15,981,248 0
May 16,590,282 0
June 13,920,453 0
July 18,646,247 393,596
August 15,553,494 2,062,983
September 10,958,104 2,647,903
October 16,344,313 2,195,610
November 12,211,869 303,211
December 18,500,328 521,125

3696 3741 3824 3858 3897 3947 4115 4194 4309 4399 4564
766 763 761 750 747 743 771 788 801 811 840

Birmingham  Cinema, the largest site in the UK, built with
30 screens, that helped admissions reach a fifty-year high in 2018

but which now stands temporarily closed and deserted

The  Cinema Lancaster, one of 5,500 cinemas open at the
outbreak of WWII and one of many closed by the end of the 1950s
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general manager. John Barry worked there as a projectionist from the
age of 14 and it was where the John Barry Seven debuted in 1957. In
1961 the building (which incorporated a large ballroom) was sold to
Mecca (Dancing) Ltd who ran it as a Mecca Bingo and Social Club. It
closed in 2002 and was demolished in 2003 to become the car park
for a new bingo club built nearby.
Cinema number eight could be the , Castlegate, Thirsk.
One source refers to a Thirsk cinema built by Jack Prendergast and
demolished in the 2000s. Building of the  started in 1928 but
was only completed in 1934, so he may have had a hand in its
construction. Sold to Star Cinemas c1938, it was demolished in 2006.
As cinema-going declined, Prendergast adapted to change and con-
verted the  and  into bingo halls in the 1960s.
This move was not without the occasional controversy. In 1967 he
was one of the defendants in Adcock v Wilson, a case in which the
legality of ‘Golden Scoop’ bingo was determined in proceedings that
went all the way from Hull Magistrates Court to the House of Lords.
Their Lordships eventually decided that it was illegal.

Prior to moving to York, Jack Prendergast had been in charge of the
 / , Liverpool and from 1920

to 1927 he was the manager of the /
, Lancaster. In 1925 he was also made

general manager of the newly-opened  in
Liverpool. Following his departure to York, brother Frank took over
management of both the  and .
One account has Jack Prendergast employed as stage manager at a
Liverpool theatre before becoming a cinema projectionist. The same
account also claims that he was born in Ireland and moved to Liver-
pool with his family at an early age. However, official records reveal
that his parents, John Prendergast (born Kilkenny) and Annie Eliza-
beth Austin (born Armagh), were married in Bolton in 1896, John
junior being born in Wigan two years later.
In addition to running his cinemas, Jack Prendergast was active in
many aspects of the industry. At various times he was chairman of the
Leeds and District Branch of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Associa-
tion and a member of its General Council. Always arguing for a fairer
deal for the smaller exhibitor, in 1937 he co-founded British Inde-
pendent Exhibitors (Distribution) Ltd which aimed at securing films on
favourable terms for independent exhibitors. Although this went into
receivership in 1938 after failing to raise funds for producing its own
films, Prendergast continued to press for the establishment of a ‘third
circuit’ throughout his career.
For many years he was on the board of Younger Publicity Service Ltd,
a cinema advertising company and in the 1950s became a distributor
of anamorphic lenses for 16mm projectors. During that period he was
also involved in a joint venture with The Perforated Front Projection
Screen Co Ltd of Walthamstow to promote the Prendergast-Turner
wide screen, the “widest angle screen of all time.” Sometimes known
as the Prendergast True Vue, it was described as a perforated silver
white sound screen designed for “all systems of wide screen presen-
tation.” His company, True Vue (York) Ltd later diversified into the
manufacture and sale of fire shutters and stage equipment.
Always an astute businessman and entrepreneur, on his death Jack
Prendergast left £137,000 (equivalent to almost £550,000 today).

Re the letter on p31 of the last Bulletin that mentioned John Barry’s
father’s cinema chain, I’ve identified seven and possibly the eighth.
In film composer John Barry’s entry in The Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography his father, John Xavier – Jack or JX – Prendergast (sometimes
spelt Pendergast) (Wigan 1898 – 1978 York), is said to have owned
eight independent cinemas in the north of England. I’ve been able to
trace the following:

 Scarborough, later the  Cinema.
Jack Prendergast was the proprietor in 1937 and was managing
director of Aberdeen Cinemas, Scarborough, between 1951 and 1962.

, Holderness Road, Hull. Jack Prendergast booked its
films in 1944 and was said to be the owner in 1964. Some sources
also say that he built it. Now the home of Astoria Bingo, it is owned by
Astoria Bingo Club Ltd, whose directors are his grandsons Jonathan
and Jeremy Prendergast.

, Belmont Road, Astley Bridge, Bolton. Opened in 1914,
its licence was transferred in 1945 to Jack’s brother, Frank Prender-
gast (born Blackpool 1902 as Francis Pendergast – died 1959 in
Crosby.) He and Jack were listed as joint owners between 1950 and
1954. It was destroyed by fire in 1957.

 Finkle Street, Market Weighton. Formerly the 
 Jack Prendergast was co-proprietor with his son Patrick between

1950 and 1954. It closed in 1960.
, 38 Market Place, Pickering. In 1960 Jack Prendergast

was reported as selling the cinema to Pentland Hick (managing director
of the , the former  Scar-
borough). Hick went on to open the Flamingo Land theme park.

The  York in May 2004

The  Liverpool in July 2007

, 52-54 Clifton Moor, Clifton, York. Clifton Picture
House (York) Ltd was registered in 1936 to acquire property at Town
Street, Clifton, from Jack Prendergast for the purpose of erecting a
kinematograph theatre. He and William Tomlinson Mawson (a corpo-
rate accountant) were named as directors. It was opened in Novem-
ber 1937 by the Clifton Cinema Company Ltd, with Jack Prendergast
“in control”. Percy Bedford was the manager, RM Morsley the assist-
ant manager and Mawson the company chairman. Prendergast and
Mawson were both listed as proprietors in 1944. It closed as a cinema
in October 1964, reopening as the Clifton Bingo Club. Jack Prender-
gast’s son, Patrick (Lancaster 1924 –1985 Grimston, York), a “train-
ee cinema operator” in 1939, became manager, while his own son,
Jonathan, managed the adjacent Clifton Club. Now known as Clifton
Bingo and owned by Clifton Bingo Club Ltd, whose directors are
Jonathan and his brother, Jeremy.

 Fishergate, York This was Jack Prendergast’s first
appointment as a managing director in 1927, when it was the 

 – it was originally built as a skating rink. Renamed
the , it burnt down in a fire in April 1935 but was rebuilt
and reopened in October 1935. Jack Prendergast and JE Winder were
listed as proprietors, with Prendergast also taking on the role of

mailto:contact@theppt.org
www.theppt.org
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The cinema business has always been a precarious profession. Huge
cinema chains and small independents are both faced with the same
challenges when trying to attract an audience – or, as an old manager
I worked for used to say, “putting bums on seats” – in an attempt to
make a profit.
The biggest challenge is arguably the movie (the product) itself, which
cinemas have been specifically built to exploit. The next big blockbuster
is always eagerly awaited but it’s something cinemas have no control
over. You always hope that the weekend’s big release will have them
queuing out of the door but for every Avengers: Endgame (2019), which
earned $2.8 billion worldwide, there’s a Heaven’s Gate (1980), which
made back just $3.5 million from a shooting budget of $44 million and
led to one of Hollywood’s most famous studios, United Artists, going
bankrupt. (Ironically, Michael Cimino’s western epic, derided on re-
lease, is now critically considered a masterpiece. It’s doubtful, however,
if any of the entertaining films in the money-spinning Avengers fran-
chise will be considered works of art in forty years’ time.)

Another headache – and, again, something which cannot be control-
led by cinemas – is the weather. This can have a massive influence
on box office receipts and can never be predicted. To the casual
observer, summer vacations are the busiest time for cinemas thanks
to the number of ‘blockbusters’ released, a phenomenon which began
in 1975 with the release of Steven Spielberg’s Jaws, which cost $9
million to make and made $472 million at the Box Office. But, as any
cinema worker will tell you, on hot, sticky days in August, when the sky
is blue, the sidewalks are hot enough to fry eggs and most people just
want to laze in the shade sipping ice cold drinks, not even the most
anticipated film of the year can get the public through the door.

I can recall projecting films to almost deserted auditoria on unbear-
able hot summer afternoons, despite some major attractions. Then,
the next day, when the temperature plummeted and refreshing rain
fell from steel grey skies, those same auditoria would be full to

capacity with fizzy drink guzzling, popcorn munching families. That
same manager who wanted ‘bums on seats’ would stand in the
entrance foyer on wet days like these rubbing his hands with glee.
“What lovely weather,” he would say, looking out through the glass
of rain-lashed entrance doors while the cashier worked furiously
issuing tickets to matinée queues who were wet and bedraggled and
desperate for a couple of hours in the dry.
Making a profit, however, doesn’t always save a cinema from closing.
I’ve worked at two cinemas, which were closed despite still making
money. Both were shut because the cinema chain that owned them
needed to make a ‘quick buck’ – in other words, the chain was in a
spot of financial trouble – and by selling the freehold to a developer,
more money would be raised in a single deal negotiated over several
months than from several years of trading.
Executives call such deals good business, I would suggest it’s short
sightedness… but then, I did lose my job! The threat that the site you
worked at, especially if it was a traditional High Street cinema, might
unexpectedly be closed was constant and very real. A heat wave
during the summer vacations really could mean a site failing to meet
the mostly unrealistic monthly financial targets Head Office had set
for it. Once that happened, every site visit from an expensively-suited
executive always set alarm bells ringing, whether they were justified
or not.
All these concerns and worries that made working in a cinema so precar-
ious pale into insignificance, however, when compared to the current
catastrophe cinemas are facing. But let’s not dwell on present day
pandemics we have no control over. Instead, let’s recall fondly a better
time when that much anticipated blockbuster turned out to be a Box
Office bomb and if you were cold, wet and miserable, you always knew
you could find solace in an appropriately named ‘Palace of Dreams’.

The former  Warrington, closed in 1982, photographed in 2006
on the kind of sunny day that often discourages patrons

An inclement day and the queues descend

The

Projected Picture Trust

The Projected Picture Trust exists to locate and preserve projectors and
related film equipment, both professional and domestic. Since 1978
enthusiastic volunteers have been happy to help restore these items

and so preserve .
The Trust provides help and assistance to non-commercial community

cinemas and museums exhibiting film related artefacts.
The Museum of Cinema Technology has perhaps the largest collection of
all types of film equipment in the UK. The Data Archive holds over 3,000
items including press cuttings, manuals and film related technical docu-
ments. We are presently looking to strengthen our management team…

PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU ARE ABLE TO HELP
or if you would like to become a member only.

mailto:contact@theppt.org
www.theppt.org
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REGENT

With the demolition of the , here is an article I wrote
in May 2012 about my time there from 1967 to 1977.

When I moved from Scotland to Redcar in 1965, the  Cinema
was on bingo. It had closed in 1962 with the John Wayne film The
Searchers. The  and the adjoining  cinemas, which were
situated near the clock, were due to be demolished; the owners
Thompson Enterprises had sold the site for redevelopment. As a
consequence of this they moved into a building on the seafront called
the  and renamed it the . Thompson Enterprises,
based at the Palladium Buildings in Middlesbrough, had numerous
cinemas in the area, Loftus, Saltburn, Guisborough, Middlesbrough
and a few scattered throughout the North East.

I had always been interested in cinema and between 1965 and 1967
helped some friends of mine with the running of the  South Bank
(Middlesbrough) and the cinemas at Loftus and Saltburn. In May of 1967 I
was given the opportunity to work full-time as a projectionist at the 
Redcar. I got the job and the first film I showed was The Dirty Dozen. There
were three full-time projectionists – me, Gwen Jones and Neil Richardson
and the manager was Richard Kitching; his father owned the business and
was also a director and later chairman of Middlesbrough Football club.
The cinema in those days operated seven days a week with continu-
ous performances Monday to Saturday from 1pm until 10pm and
Sundays from 4pm until 9:15 pm. The approximate seating of the hall
was about 425. The equipment used were two Phillips FP7 35mm
projectors (which had been transferred from the ) Our main job
of course was presenting the film but there was a lot of preparatory work
involved and also the maintenance of the building, ie the lighting /
cleaning and servicing of the equipment. There was also the problem of
climbing up the screen frame to get to the curtain tracks to grease the
runners. Another problem was climbing into the ceiling area to clean out
the sand that had blown in!

The average film would consist of either five or six reels and this would
be delivered to the cinema by a carrier a few days before the film was
to be shown. The film would come in tins and we would have to take
it from the tins and wind it on to a reel then check it all to make sure
there were no cuts or damage that might result in the film snapping
when being shown. This was a very laborious and tedious job. Any
problems with the film we would have to splice it and join it with film
cement. The film passed through the projectors at 24 frames per
second so if you had to cut out a few frames you hardly ever noticed
it. This process was called making up the programme and we would
also have to check the adverts / trailers and join them up.

You also had to check of course if the film was in CinemaScope or
normal screen. When a film was in CinemaScope you had to change
two things on the projectors, One was the lens and the other was the
aperture plate. Get those wrong and the picture was all over the stage!
After the reels were made up, they were then put into vertical bins and
tagged / numbered so we would know which reel was which. When
showing the film, the tags were taken with the reel to the projector and
hung there. This was to make sure you got the right reel on in the right
sequence! At the end of each week, the films would then have to be
dismantled and put back in tins ready for the carrier to take it to the
next cinema!
During busy periods I did help in replenishing the ice cream trays!
Once the film had started, if Richard wasn’t there I would go down and
make sure the audience were quiet but I only had about ten minutes
or so before I had to dash back upstairs to do a changeover from one
projector to another – the reels only lasted 15 to 20 minutes and then
you had to change projectors! Then there was the rewinding of the
reel, then you had to lace up the projector with the next reel, etc –
phew! The only thing I did not do was tear tickets No, I never made it.
A lot of people did not like Richard, including some members of staff
but I got on great with him. He knew I was very very interested in the
cinema and I spent a lot of hours in there unpaid to improve the
presentation (which I will come to later) and he taught me a lot
about understanding films, the directors and how they worked etc
Richard used to insult me and I insulted him! That’s how we got on,
strange as it may seem.

There were many changes of staff over the ten-year period I was there,
mainly floor staff. I remember faces etc but struggle sometimes on
names. Usherettes I remember were Jules / the Whistler sisters / Kaye
Girling / little Maureen / there were a couple of Christines and a Chris,
who also worked in the candy floss shop (her husband Eddie was a
mechanic at the bowling alley and also her mother worked there
behind the snack bar). Maybe later I will remember some more names.
Cashier and kiosk we had Mrs Church / Mrs Roberts / Mrs Summer-
field / Mrs Harrison? and others. We had a handyman called Frank
(who now works at the Coatham Bowl) There were three cleaners but I
forget their names! Projectionist Neil Richardson left round about
1970 and we took on a great lad called Barrie Ainslie to work alongside
me and Gwen, who in fact retired early 1970s then me and Barrie ran
it between us for a long time. Barrie left about 1975 and I took on a lad
called John Loftus, who now works at the new cinema complex in
Middlesbrough! We also had a trainee lad called Timmy, who was an
absolute nutter but a nice lad none the less! Managers over the period
were Richard Kitching / Lionel Perry and now and again as relief was a
guy called Phil Bowman? In 1975 the cinema was taken over by the
Noble Organisation and Mrs Summerfield and me ran it between us
with a Mr Dawson from Nobles, who used to visit us twice a week
In 1969 Thompson enterprises decided to do some improvements to
the cinema. They widened the stage and put in a bigger screen and
installed curtains that ran from the side balconies right along to the
front of the stage. We also had a new set of screen tabs (curtains). The
screen size was quite large in relation to the size of the cinema.
Behind the side balconies, which were never used at the , were
old seats and bits of carpets etc and a lot of sand that had blown in.
There is one story of a guy called Dave Brown who sometimes would
come and see me at the ; he was a bit of a down-and-out after
blowing a lot of money. He would leave me about 9 pm sometimes on
a night after being in the projection box.
One day when I went to the cinema about 10:30 in the morning, all
hell had broken loose! The cleaners came to me and said while they
were having their break, they heard this noise coming from the side
balcony. When they went to investigate, this guy ran past them and
out the front door! It turned out to be Dave Brown! When he left me at
9pm he had quietly slipped into the side balcony and kipped there for
the night – or two or three!
So when I saw him next I read him the riot act and told him I could
have been sacked. But we did contact the social about him and they
found him a sheltered home. I have no idea where he is now?

The  Redcar in June 2006 [HR]

Demolition of the  1965 [CTA]The  Redcar in 1923 [CTA]
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The toilets were situated at the stage end of the cinema, ladies on the
left and gents on the right. After the improvements to the cinema, the
toilets were accessed through a curtained area, which then led to the
fire exit doors then the actual toilets. The doors actually led straight
onto the beach. In the beginning this caused a bit of a problem
because kids tried to open the exit doors from the outside and sneak
in! Also one would pay for a ticket then go down and open the door
and let his mates in! Because these were fire exit doors, they had to
be accessible at all times. To get round this there was a little light
installed inside the cinema which would come on if someone tried to
open the door. Then the usherette or any member of staff would then
go down and catch the culprit! One time I went down and caught four
of them hiding in the toilet and I threw them out. Later on, when I left
the cinema at 10pm I was confronted by two angry parents demand-
ing to know why I had chucked their beloved son out of the cinema. It
took some explaining but in the end they accepted it.

The  Cinema many years ago was known as the glasshouse,
because where the side balconies were, the outside was all glass.
Later of course this was all boarded up. But takeaway the boarding
and the glass remained. The building was originally a theatre and
people like Larry Grayson / Mike Neville (Tyne Tees TV) would tread
the boards in their younger days. The stage area was quite big and
high and on either side of the stage was a door leading down some
steps to the beach! Apparently Larry Grayson was on stage, when both
doors were open, causing a cross wind. Grayson shouted across the
stage, “Shut that door!” and the rest is history. The doors still remain
on view in the stage area but were blocked and cemented up from the
outside. There was also a toilet left and right-hand side of the stage.
Once, the trainee projectionist Timmy decided to use the toilet on the
right-hand side, not realising it had never been used for a long time,
with the consequence his poo landed straight on the beach. The pipe
down to the sewer had been broken many years before!
From the stage you went down some steps to the dressing rooms and
the boiler house. There was a problem with flooding on some occa-
sions due to storms and high tides! There was a pump in one of the
dressing rooms for pumping the water out although in my time there,
this was never used as the pump was all corroded up. Eventually the
rooms could not be used because of the water problems. Sometimes
we would have to wade along the corridor to get to the boiler house.
Before the cinema was altered in 1969, the Redcar dance festival
would use the cinema for a week for their competitions. This was
because the cinema was actually owned by the Council, which had
leased it to Thompson’s Enterprises and this was part of the agree-
ment. It was a real pain because you had to move the screen to the
back of the stage and at the end of the week move it back. You had to
make sure it was in the right place otherwise it could affect the focus
of the picture. So thankfully in 1969 this stopped.

When Thompsons took over the , it did not have a projection
room, so one was built at the very back of the cinema and part of it
protruded out over the balcony. There were two access areas to the
box, one leading from the beach from the Coatham hotel side and a
door leading from the balcony; you went up a few steps, through
another door then you were in the box. In the box itself, were the two
projectors / slide lantern / record player/ a dimmer board to control
the lighting / amplifiers and various controls to make the projection
side of things work. We had a big window in the box, which gave you
a great view of the stage and the auditorium.

From the box you went down some
steps to the rewind room, where
the films were rewound and made
up. This room also held two mer-
cury arc rectifiers which rectified
the current from AC to DC to sup-
ply the light for showing the film.
Also in that room were emergency
lighting batteries. Through a door
then down some further steps and
you came to another door, which
led onto the beach. The main pro-
jection room had two windows
that looked right up Station Road
and to the left and right New-
comen Terrace. These windows
had shutters on because some-
times the outside light could shine
right through onto the screen!
One of the views we got on several occasions when we looked onto
Newcomen Terrace were some flats right on the corner. There was
a guy who used to live in the middle flat and obviously he was
unaware we could see right into his flat unless of course we poked
our head out the window! For a few weeks we had a bit of excitement
as the guy would have his girlfriend back to the flat and they would
both end up naked. (I won’t go any further but you can use your
imagination what was happening next.) This went on for a few weeks
but then very quickly some curtains went up and that was the end
of that!
The projection room was kept spotless and we took great pride in it. It
was very hot in the summer but nice and warm in the winter, although
the rewind room could get very cold due to the cold wind coming off
the beach.

Film companies spend lots of money on the making of a film and when
you take into consideration the qualities of the stars and the director /
producer, it is only fair that when the film comes to your cinema for
public screening, your aim is to present that film to the audience in the
best way possible. That is what we tried to do at the  in my time
there. I will try to explain as best as I can!
Unlike modern cinema multiplexes of today, the cinemas of the past
had screen curtains and screen masking. Before CinemaScope ar-
rived in 1955, the cinema would have a screen and a set of screen
curtains, usually motorised. After 1955 cinemas had to enlarge the
stage areas to accommodate the screen for the showing of Cine-
maScope films. Because not all films were in that format, part of the
screen was covered by screen masking, usually black cloth material,
usually again on a motor and this was operated from the projection
box. So, for example, before showing a CinemaScope film we would
close the main curtains then, unseen to the audience, we would open
the screen masking. So when the picture started and the main cur-
tains opened, here in front of your eyes as if by magic was the screen
opened out fully and the picture filling all of it!
A bit difficult to explain in type but hope you get the idea.

View of the  from the beach in 2008 [MH]

A Philips FP7 projector head [HR]

A mercury arc rectifier [HR]
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Barry Ainslie and I found some old footlights at the back of the stage
and we thought these will be great to light up part of the screen in
different colours. So we set about replacing all the bulbs and then we
put coloured filters in them and then dragged them along the front of
the stage, we then ran a cable all the way up through the ceiling, along
the roof and into the projection box to the dimmer board, connected
it all up and crossed our fingers and it worked!
As part of the presentation, dimming the main lights, using the screen
coloured lights, opening curtains and screen masking were all timed
to perfection by us the projectionists. We also had a record playing
and where possible we would try and time that to finish just as the film
was starting etc. We spent a lot of effort and time in those days to
present the films in the best possible way and it was simply because
you had immense pride in the job.

When you work in a cinema you obviously get to see a lot of the film
over the seven-day period of its run. If you had a really good film on
then the adrenalin would start to flow because you would know you
would get really good audiences and it was a pleasure to put on a
good show for them.
Without a doubt the most successful children’s film we showed was
The Jungle Book. This was usually booked in over a period when the
kids were off school and we would show this film every two years or
so. Usually we would run it three times a day, with a full house for first
and second show and about half full for the evening show. It would
have been better to show an adult film for the evening show but the
Disney Corporation would not allow you to show another film during
any of their films’ run. While films like Dumbo, Snow White, Lady and
the Tramp etc did brilliant business during the day, the evening
audiences were sparse.

From all aspects it has to be The Exorcist. We had St John ambulance
people on duty all week while this was shown and many people
fainted at some of the scenes. When we showed that film for a week
there was something about it I can’t explain. It was weird. When
watching the film go through the projectors, I used to get the shivers.
After any show at the  we would make sure along with the
usherettes that all the seats were up and all cigarette ends were out
then we would flick the big switch off and the place would be in
darkness, then we would go out into the foyer. This particular night
after The Exorcist I put the lights out and all of a sudden I heard this
crackling sound from all areas of the cinema. We ran like hell into the
foyer! After catching our breaths, we decided to put the lights back on
and have a look round. Then we discovered what was making the
noise – it was the Kia-Ora juice containers that people had screwed
up and now they were expanding! But how come we had never really
heard that noise before? In other cinemas up and down the country
various things happened when this film was shown. I was glad to see
the back of it.

Some of the memorable films for me shown at the  were
Soldier Blue / The Sting / Jaws / Deliverance / One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest / Oh What a Lovely War / Freebie and the Bean /
Thunderbolt and Lightfoot / Elvis
on Tour / The Sound of Music / Dr
Zhivago / Easy Rider / Bonnie and
Clyde / That’ll Be the Day / and
one of my all-time favourites Day
of the Jackal. Any of the Vincent
Price films were a joy to watch!
Least memorable were the James
Bond films. I didn’t like any of
them although they did good busi-
ness.

Without a doubt we plunged to the
gutter when we showed Deadly
Weapons starring Chesty Morgan,
who suffocated her male compan-
ions with her oversized boobs.
Enough said!

These moments mainly consisted of concentration lapses / bad luck /
etc. I was on duty one Saturday night showing the film Battle of Britain
and at that particular time there were only two projectionists, Barrie
Ainslie and myself. We would work alternate evenings and afternoons
and catch up with each other on a morning. So this particular Saturday
night I was on my own. We had a full house for the film and because it
was quite long, we had an intermission in the middle, where people
could have an ice cream. Usually the intermission would last ten to
fifteen minutes, depending on how busy the ice cream sales were going.
After about fifteen minutes or so I dimmed the house lights, started the
projector and pressed the button for opening the screen curtains.
Nothing happened! The curtains would not open! I then stopped the
projector and brought the house lights partly up. At this stage nobody
really knew anything was wrong.
The first thing you must not do is panic but I had visions of not being
able to get these bloody curtains open and then having to send
everybody home with a free ticket! Anyway I kept pressing the open
and close buttons (sometimes it was known they could stick) No luck
there. Next job was to check all the fuses upstairs. They were OK. So
it was down through the hall, past the audience, (who were watching
me as though I was some kind of lunatic, sweat dropping everywhere)
climb up some ladders to where the screen curtain motor was,
checked all of that and some more fuses. Everything was OK. What
now! A quick phone call was made to a friend of mine at the 
Cinema at Guisborough a Mr Ken Fellows, who was a technical genius
(until recent retirement he was the engineer at the lift at Saltburn). He
suggested there must be another fuse somewhere – but where? The
only place we could think was the other side of the stage, so off I went
again; this time I could feel the audience getting restless, fear was
setting in with me! Climbing up the ladder the other side of the stage,
I was hoping and praying there was another fuse box to check. Sure
enough there was and the fuse had blown! I quickly changed that with
another one that was not used and ran like mad through the cinema
back into the projection box and pressed the open button – hey – the
curtains began to open, so I quickly dimmed the lights, started the
projector and away we went Now all of this seemed to have taken
ages but I guess it was no longer than fifteen minutes but seemed like
a lifetime.
Ken Fellows and I would spend many unpaid hours at the 
working on the technical side of things to improve sound and presen-
tation. Usually this would be after 10pm of course and then we would
nip down to the bowling alley for something to eat then back to the
cinema. One night we were in there till after 2am and when we came
into the foyer ready to go home, the place was surrounded by police!
We opened the door and the police were ready to arrest us for
breaking in! They had seen some lights going off and on, so decided
to surround the place. It took some explaining to them who we were!
The film The Charge of the Light Brigade consisted of seven reels and
was quite long and drawn out and one night in the teatime show, by
mistake I missed out a complete reel of film – I think it was part five
and no one noticed or complained! The only reason I knew was that
the film was supposed to end about 7:10 pm and it actually ended
about 6:50 pm!
I also got reels mixed up on an afternoon show of one of the Carry On
films. I showed part one then part three! It was mainly pensioners on
the afternoon shows and they never noticed!
But overall, apart from the film snapping on an odd occasion, we
didn’t have too many problems that the audience knew about!

During my time at the  we would for a number of years run
children’s matinées on a Saturday morning The children’s names and
birthdays were added into a book and when it was their birthday, I
would call their name out and in return they got a goody bag. Some of
the films shown were from the Children’s Film Foundation, others
were old feature films. I remember one film that was about a girl in the
jungle and there were a couple of shots of her swinging through the
trees topless! The kids (especially the boys) went wild! We did put a
complaint into the film renters that the film wasn’t really suitable for
kid’s matinées!
As I was a great friend of Roy Chubby Brown in those days, I managed
to get him and his band on stage for one performance for the kids! I
must point out Roy’s act in those days was nothing like it is now!

http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/2053
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Around 1975 Thompson’s enterprises decided to pull out of the
cinema business and the lease was taken over by the Noble Organisa-
tion, based in South Shields. They were mainly a bingo and amuse-
ment arcade company. Why they decided to take the  on was
a bit of a mystery but I have my own views on that. Unfortunately I
can’t expand any further, due to probable legal reasons!
The running of the cinema was left to Mrs Summerfield, who would
look after the cash side of things and I was left in charge of the
technical side and ordering publicity etc. About twice a week we would
have a visit from the area manager.
Over the next year and a half I sensed things were not quite right and,
although the cinema was still doing good business, I decided to look
around for another job. Barry Ainslie had already left and I took on
John Loftus (now at the  (ex- ) Middlesbrough) and a
trainee, Timmy. Although we were all a bit fed up, we were totally
professional in what we did.
However in May 1977 I decided it was time to get out. Cinemas all
over the country were experiencing a hard time (this was a few years
before the multiplex) and I felt as though Nobles were running the
place down. So with a heavy heart, I left the business I loved and
moved to ICI.
The  then suffered many changes. John Loftus moved on to the

 Middlesbrough, Timmy left and Nobles gave up the lease. A few
people tried to run it without much success. The building was very old
and needed constant maintenance.
The cinema was still owned by the Council and was family-run. But I
have to be honest here, Redcar deserves a better place to watch
films. The  is past its sell-by date and the Council must be
heavily subsidising it up to the hilt.
What is needed is a new cinema building with possible two or three
screens. It has to be run professionally on a full-time basis to get
maximum exposure. The cinema needs to be open all day so it is there
as an amenity to the public. No longer can you tell the public when to
come. You need to be open all the time and let the public decide when
they want to come to you.
It saddens me to see the state of the cinema as it now stands and I
think the people of Redcar need to lobby their MP and local council-
lors to demand a new cinema for the town. The business is there. You
just need the building.
I am very proud to have been there during its best years and helping
provide film entertainment and presentation.

Photos by [MC] Malcolm Crow (author); [HR] Harry Rigby;
[MH] Martyn Hunt; [CTA] CTA Archive

Demolition of the  in October 2020 [MC]

The Star Group’s first entertainment complex with two cinemas and a
bingo and social club-also the first centre with these facilities in this
country-was completed in October 1971 at Salford.  is a
600-seat cinema;  is a mini-cinema seating 130 and the bingo
and social club in the stalls area of the original cinema seats 1,000.
Originally the  of 1937, Star had bought the theatre in in the
late 1950s. They closed the cinema and it reopened as a club and
casino in 1962, being converted again in 1963 to casino in the stalls
and cinema in the circle before being twined. The cinema closed for
good in 1984 and was demolished a few years later.

The cinema in the circle used conventional projection. Projection to
 was on the same level but at right angles to  and

used a mirror to direct the image down to the former café and then
another mirror to divert the image horizontally towards the screen.

 ran across the building over the foyer. This periscope system
of mirrors enabled Star to fit screens in tight spaces but was horren-
dously inefficient with light, resulting in dim images. Coupled with
Star’s usual practice of using a whitewashed plaster wall for the
screen with a mono speaker set underneath, the experience wasn’t
that great by modern standards. {2053}
Kine Weekly – 31 October 1970; additional information from Cinema Treasures

On Tuesday last week Warrington borough magistrates granted an
application for a temporary licence for the new  from 23 August.
The manager Gerald James made the application and asked for the
licence to cover dancing. Superintendent Jeffrey said no other kinema
had dancing facilities in its licence and Mr James explained that the
facility sought was for stage dancing. It was proposed to stage a
number of shows, including dance acts.
When the  opens, opportunity will be taken to inaugurate on Satur-
day mornings a branch of Union’s ‘Chums’ Club, of which Shirley Temple
is president and which is declared to have a present membership of
100,000 members throughout the country. Specially reduced prices are
available to members. Shirley Temple films will be a feature of the
meetings, together with comedies, cartoons, serials and Westerns.
Kiné Weekly – 26 August 1937

A very good programme was organised by Mr R Parsons to celebrate the
15th anniversary of the opening of the  Warrington. It included, of
course, a 50lb birthday cake. Firstly there was a special organ recital by
Arthur Lord, who presented a programme of patrons’ request tunes.
Then the booking department arranged for the presentation of The Quiet
Man for the occasion. There was a spectacular stage show each evening,
with a local dancing school presenting Dancing Through the Years
(1937-52) accompanied by a well-known local pianist.
After this Parsons introduced from the stage six local people who were
celebrating their birthday or wedding anniversary that day. They were
given a piece of the two-tier birthday cake and the audience sang Happy
Birthday to You. As the result of a tie-up with a local firm, each guest
received a packet of soap. When Miss Anna Neagle had been in Man-
chester previously, she had recorded a birthday message for  patrons
and this was played back after each stage show. This was a jolly good
all-round effort, displaying much forethought and a great deal of effort
and true showmanship. Needless to say, the press fully reported the
events.
Kiné Weekly – 2 October 1952

http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/2053
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BEAU NASH

The plans for a replacement for the  by
architect Alfred J Taylor of 18 New Bond Street, Bath, took in the
existing premises at 22 Westgate Street with the addition of number
23. Alfred J Taylor was a prolific architect in Bath, particularly for the
City Council and had designed the Minerva’s Temple to promote Bath
at the 1911 Empire Exhibition at Crystal Palace as well as some
considerable work for the (Roman) Baths Committee. Minerva’s tem-
ple was moved to Sydney Gardens, Bath in 1913, where it still resides.

In a letter to the acting City surveyor, dated 4 December 1919, Taylor
sets out plans to alter the front line of the new building. The existing
properties at Nos 22 & 23 were slightly turned in towards each other,
with the result that the pavement at the division of the two properties
was wider than at the outer edges.
“…it will have been noticed that the new building takes a straight line
from the wall faces as existing at the west and east ends of the adjoin-
ing premises and in setting out the front to the larger scale, it is found
that if the straight line is adopted, it will encroach upon the pavement
at the division wall between the present Nos 22 & 23 to the extent
shown and I am therefore submitting the enclosed plans for the commit-
tees consideration and decision, so there will be no trouble in the future
when the building is erected.” The reply states “…that the projection be
allowed upon the owner entering into an agreement undertaking to
remove the same upon one month’s notice and paying an acknowledge-
ment rent of 1/- per annum.” As the front line of the building was built
with the encroachment upon the pavement, one must wonder just how
the directors would have removed that portion of the frontage had they

ever been given one month’s
notice from the committee!
Plans show a shallow open-
fronted foyer, with central pay
box flanked ether side by dou-
ble entrance doors leading di-
rectly into the auditorium.
Either side of these were stair-
cases leading to a landing ex-
tending over the middle three
frontage openings, then on to
the balcony. At the far ends of
the frontage were exits from
the stalls. Accommodation in
the stalls was for 560 per-
sons, with a small stage and
‘bottle cleaning room’ behind.
The plans show a typical (for
the time) picture frame type
square proscenium, framed
with columns and topped with
a triangular pediment.

The biograph box was shown on
the landing level and a balcony
with accommodation for 209 over
nine rows. In the intervening years
between 1916, when plans were
first drawn up and their final sub-
mission in 1920, the height of the
rear of the balcony was raised to
improve sight lines, with the oper-
ating box raised accordingly, tak-
ing up part of the space allocated
for the board room above. The
cross section [R] clearly shows
how the operating box needed to
be some feet lower than the top
floor of the building to allow the
picture to clear the ceiling. The
area behind the balcony then be-
came the manager’s office.
From the Bath Chronicle of 18
December 1920, “On Thursday
the  in
Westgate Street was opened by
the mayor of Bath (Alderman JH
Colmer) in the presence of a large
and representative company of
citizens, who unanimously agreed that the theatre fully answers to the
description given by its proprietors as being “one of the most luxurious
and up-to-date picture houses in the West of England.”... The opening
took place at two-o’clock, the takings of the evening being generously
given to the Royal United Hospital.
The  is a distinct gain, from an architectural
point of view to the centre of the city. It occupies the site of No 22
Westgate Street (formally the ), No 23 and the court
at the back of those premises; it is an entirely new building and its
handsome frontal of Bath Stone is an excellent example of conven-
tional Georgian style.
A noticeable feature of the external decoration is the Bath Arms
carved on a projecting panel in the centre of the summit of the façade.
From the central window above the entrance there is to project a
wrought iron balconette and the exterior is to be further decorated
with a handsome projecting lamp of the same metal. It is interesting
to record that the , the first theatre in Bath for the
exhibition of animated pictures, is absorbed in its new and enlarged
successor and that the present managing director Mr L Davis has
been in occupation for the past seven years. The  has been
modelled on the most modern and approved lines for places of
entertainment of this character and for comfort, sanitation and effica-
cy of display every provision has been made. The opening from the
street is arranged in five bays with collapsible iron gates, fixed to piers
along the entire front so that the house can be emptied easily and
quickly, with no congestion at the doorways. No expense has been
spared in decoration of the spacious interior, which effects an excel-
lent example of plastering in the Georgian style in high relief. Fronting
the entrances is the ornate proscenium, while on each side of the
screen is a decorative niche in which palms are placed, with an
ornamental electrolier above. The ground floor is raked at such a
gradient as to give the occupants of each tier of seats a clear view of
the pictures above the heads of those sitting in front. There are 20
rows of seats divided by three ample gangways. All the seating on the
ground floor is in a rich Rose du Barri [pale rose pink] upholstery.
Convenient staircases conduct to the balcony, which gives seating
accommodation for over 200 persons. Here also the slope towards
the screen is pronounced enough to prevent any obstruction of view,
although the house will seat nearly 800. The colour scheme upstairs
is a charming peacock blue, affording an agreeable contrast with the
hue chosen for the ground floor. There are five large grids in the roof
so that the ventilation may be thoroughly effective. When all the
switches are turned on the splendid lighting of the theatre attracts
attention. It is entirely provided by electricity, all the light having
alabaster bowls which softly suffuse the illuminate.

Frontage from original plans, 1920 [1]

Stalls plan from original plans, 1920 [1]

Cross section of the front
of the building. [1]
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…There will be organ, piano and a full orchestra and the musical
director is Mr Duys, who until lately has held a similar appointment at
the  Bristol. Mr Duys formerly was a promi-
nent member of the Bath Pump Room Orchestra. As resident manag-
er, Mr Davis has been fortunate enough to secure the services of Mr
J Jarrat, late manager of the , the second
largest cinema in London. …Mr Davis was warmly congratulated by all
who visited the  house, upon the admirable appearance of
the theatre from all points of view. The technical appliances are of the
latest types and new projectors are employed.”

The report goes on to say that the
orchestra performed a selection
from the The Bing Boys, which had
been presented at the 

, followed by speeches from vari-
ous officials, including the Mayor,
who stated that “He hoped the
management would refrain from
giving lot of ‘tragic stuff’, a lot of
pictures that incited young people
to tell anything but the truth and
often steal and anything at all
shady.” He was quite sure that if Mr
Davis refrained from showing any
such pictures, then he was sure the
citizens would support him and a
very great success awaited him. A
picture of the King was thrown onto
the screen and the National An-
them sung.

There were two main steel girders, with a span of 58 feet, holding
up the balcony, which was framed in concrete. The steelwork for the
balcony and roof trusses was supplied by Messrs Redpath, Brown &
Co. Internal décor was by Stratford-on-Avon based Applied Arts
Company, who later designed the décor for the 

. Cost of the building was stated in The Builder magazine as
£13,000.
A Mr Emmanuel Harris took control of the theatre on 7 May 1924
when the Beau Nash Cinema Company was registered and purchased
the  from the Westgate Syndicate. Emmanuel Harris and
Featherstone Witty (Justice of the Peace, of Bristol) were listed as the
directors. Harris also ran the  ( ) Bath and
the  and  cinemas at Clifton, Bristol.

Mr Harris wanted to bring the  theatre up to the standard
of his cinema in Clifton (the ), which boasted a café and
ballroom. An advert in the Bath Chronicle announced that the theatre
would be closed from 28 March 1927 for three weeks for extensive
renovations. The last programmes before closure were Monday, Tues-
day & Wednesday only: Pola Negri in The Crown of Lies, followed by
Jane Novak in The Substitute Wife. Thursday, Friday & Saturday:
Douglas Maclean in That My Baby, followed by Juliette Compton in
Women Tempted.

Two views of the original auditorium on opening [2]

Press advert for the opening [3]

Plans of the 1926 extension to the front of the auditorium [1]

Alternative 1926 auditorium extension plans,
showing a dance hall built above the stage area.[1]

Ambitious plans, submitted in December 1926, show a proposed
extension of the theatre covering the area to the rear of the premises,
extending to Saw Close. This extension, again drawn up by Alfred
Taylor, provided an extra 335 seats as well as a semi-circular ceiling
over the stage, with a dressing room to the right of the stage and
gentlemen’s lavatory in a new exit to Saw Close on the left. Viewing
the building today, the extension starts from the last two bays towards
the stage. That the extension was built so seamlessly and in the same
style as the original is a credit to the architect. Also proposed was an
alternative plan for a dance hall to be built on top of the extension,
with the bottom of the dance hall level with the top of the side walls,
giving a flat ceiling to the extension as opposed to the barrel-vault in
the rest of the theatre.
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The elaborate frontage in Saw Close was to be the entrance to the dance
hall, as well as giving an exit for the front stalls patrons for the first time.
Before the extension was built, the dance hall was dropped and the
ticket booth in Saw Close was modified, closing the internal doorway and
opening a doorway to the street so the area could be rented out as a
shop. The extension covered the area of a yard at the rear of 22-23
Westgate Street and land previously known as No 4 Saw Close.

A movable screen has been erected, which by a simple device can be
drawn backward or forward on the stage, which has been put in. The
screen itself is about 18ft wide by 16ft high and the stage is 28ft
deep. It is equipped with footlights and headlights and limelights and
hung with a handsome curtain, which can be opened by an electrical
appliance controlled from the operating box. To the right of the stage
is an artist’s room and to the left a gentleman’s lavatory, with two
store rooms, another room with a large window giving onto the Saw
Close, which will be used for displaying announcements of forthcom-
ing attractions and there will also be an exit to the Saw Close. Below
the stage is accommodation for an orchestra, the rails in front can be
dropped during the interludes by the orchestra.
The addition that has been made to the  will provide room
for a further 325 seats, making the accommodation of the hall nearly
1,190 [noted as 1,186] … The Three directors … have been anxious
that Bath should enjoy all the advantages of the Clifton picture houses
under their direction and have followed every stage of the work of
reconstruction very closely, to ensure that every luxury of the up-to-
date picture house should be embodied in the scheme.
The manager (Mr GA Morrish) has the full confidence of the directors
and every care is taken to ensure that only the highest class produc-
tions are shown at the ”
The proscenium arch was a little over 25 feet wide, with a fluted
border and 45-degree angles at both top corners with the sidewalls of
the stage angled back to meet the walls, the stage being built out from
the rear wall. There were niches within the sides of the stage opening.
The ‘  crest atop the frame seems to date from this time; a drawing
of the original stage end done in 1953 for the installation of Cine-
maScope shows this in place.
Technology was rapidly developing and plans were submitted for
alterations to the projection room level to accommodate sound film
apparatus. The rewind room was demolished and incorporated into
the projection room and the
left-hand port hole was moved
over to allow for the wider
sound film projectors. This en-
larged the width of the projec-
tion room by five feet. A new
rewind room was created to
the left of the projection room,
in the former Board Room,
along with a battery room for
the emergency lighting cir-
cuits. A doorway was formed
connecting the rewind room to
the corridor that ran along the
front of the building, finally giv-
ing the projection room a fire
exit. The rest of the former
board room was converted to
a ‘music store’. This later be-
came the projectionists’ staff
room, retaining its elaborate
fireplace. Western Electric
sound film apparatus was de-
livered on 14 June 1929; cost-
ing £5,000, the equipment
weighed three tons.
At the annual meeting of shareholders on 9 July 1929, Alderman
Featherstone Witty mentioned that “talkie pictures would in all
probability be inaugurated on 20 July but for those who preferred
the silent pictures it was intended still to show them alternately.”
The first talkie to be shown was The Singing Fool, staring Al Jolson,
on 27 July 1929. The  (later ) beat the

 to the first talkie in Bath by twelve days, showing Synco-
pation on Monday 15 July. The ’s press blocks carried the
Western Electric sound system logo and announced, “silence is
golden – until our screen speaks”.

… to be continued next time –  and the coming of CinemaScope!

Image Credits:
[1] Building plans, AJ Taylor
[2] The Builder magazine – CTA Archive
[3] Bath Chronicle
[4] Bath & Wilts Chronicle & Herald

New stage area 1926 [1]

Grand reopening of the cinema, April 1927 [4]

Sound comes to the [4]

The theatre reopened on Easter Monday 1927, showing (on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday) Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon in Men of
Steel – “A drama that blazes with the white heat of molten steel –
romance that gleams with the ruddy glow of loves dancing”.
The Bath Chronicle & Herald, 16 April 1927, reported, “

 – A Transformed Theatre. When the  Cinema
reopens on Easter Monday visitors will see an enlarged and one might
say a transformed house of entertainment, which will rank among the
leading picture theatres in the West. With the thought of comfort of
the patrons always in mind the opportunity was taken while the work
of extension was in progress to bring right up to date the principles of
ventilation and heating and to study other points that will add to the
general enjoyment of patrons.
The decorative scheme is very attractive, the upper portion of the walls
being panelled in Rose du Barri, with a cream ornamental border on a
blue grey background. At the top of each panel is a leaded box light
with fancy glass, behind which glows electric lights. A large electric
chandelier in coloured glass hangs from the ceiling towards the bottom
of the hall and on either side of the screen is an ornamental recess in
which stands a large coloured electrically-lighted glass ball.
The seating of the hall has been entirely renewed, the plush seats
being in tone with the panels on the walls and the rows of seats have
been set a little further apart, thus giving each visitor more room. Air
to ventilate the theatre is drawn in from outside and circulated around
the hall and by a similar device a warm current can be circulated in
winter, while the ventilated air in the hall is drawn out by means of two
powerful fans in the roof.

https://goo.gl/maps/krrcBwPHwyJoVC6L7
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/58201
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/56343
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57460
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In September 2018 Ann and I booked with ‘Just Go’ coach holidays for
their Little Boats and Trains of Ireland. Coach pick-up in Warwick, via
Chester Services and Holyhead on Sunday 9th, then by Irish Ferries to
Dublin (and a smooth crossing). There, upon arrival, back on the coach
to pick up ‘passengers by air’ from a Dublin hotel. Unfortunately the
coach driver had never been to Dublin (or Ireland) before and there was
a sporting event in a Gaelic Stadium [Croke Park?] nearby – gosh, it was
busy and traffic everywhere. Also we had to meet the ‘tour manager’ at
the hotel (with the air passengers). Well, we did find them but with a
bonus for me – cinemas!

We travelled along Upper Drumconda Road, past a Tesco supermarket,
ex  cinema – August 1934 to 24 March 1968 with 1,200 seats
and a proscenium width of 31ft. Modified with a new frontage and fully
open, the projection room could be seen above, as well as a side view.
Two others were spotted. In Collins Avenue stands the lovely 1954-built

cinema, opened 31 July and into 1974, latterly ciné-
bingo then full-time bingo and still open, complete with street paybox
but with the rake inside removed.

Google StreetView has been inside the .
Start at goo.gl/maps/krrcBwPHwyJoVC6L7 and navigate round.
By now it was getting late so we hit the M50 and spotted an 
multiplex, a brief view only. I assume this was Charlestown Way, with
nine screens? Then N7 onto M7 all the way to Limerick for a meal in
our hotel at 10pm! Near the Raheen roundabout, quite a way south of
the City. Excellent service and welcome.

 – After a good night and a leisurely breakfast we were
ready for our first tour to Listowel and Ballybunion. Around the N18 and
onto the N69 for Foynes, home of the (replica) flying boat museum,
where we spotted JS Motor Factors with a cinema-looking frontage, built
as a Town Hall. Can anyone help, please? Further along is Glin and the
restored, as flats,  a 500-seater with RCA sound. I could not
see anything in Tarbet (where there is a ferry across the River Shannon
to County Clare). I believe there was a boxing venue that once had film
shows – can anyone help, please?

Moving into Listowel and heading to the Lartigue Monorail Museum,
we drove past the former  cinema, now rebuilt as the 

 (more shortly).

An official visit and train ride had been arranged. The Museum is
housed in the former CIE 5'3" gauge goods shed, closed 10 January
1977, with the replicated monorail opened in the former yard. The
L&BR 1888-1924 was virtually alongside but since built over. A digital
film presentation of the ‘old line’ was shown in their small screening
area. It’s not to be missed – very funny and serious at the same time.
The train ride consists of a double-boilered loco (diesel today) hauling
balanced carriages – weight checked with someone in each side or an
appropriate item – even animals have been used in the past. At the
other end the loco is uncoupled and goes forward and stops while the
track is turned to the loop. The loco goes through the loop chimney first
and waits for the main line to be unlocked and turned to the loop. The
loco comes out and the main line is restored for the loco to re-couple.

After a pleasant monorail journey and thanks to the museum I was
off up the road (after telling the tour manager) to the , duly
photographed, open in the evening with the latest releases. Before
running back for the coach, I photographed a building across the
road with a cinema-looking front and fire exits on different levels
[above]. Anyone know or help please?

The  {58201}

The  /  Listowel {56343} [1]

The Lartigue Monorail [1]

The unidentified building in Listowel [1]

The  /  Listowel {57460} [1]

https://goo.gl/maps/krrcBwPHwyJoVC6L7
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/58201
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/56343
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57460
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Back safely on the tour for our lunch stop in Listowel. Ann and I went
to search out the  / , opened in 1938 with 600
seats and WE sound. It was also used for dancing and badminton,
which implies a flat floor. Sold in 1973 to the St Vincent de Paul
Society, a day centre was added. Change of name in 1985 to 

 in honour of the founder of the Society. It is used for local
events, including bingo. Down in the town centre is the former St
John’s Church, now used as a theatre. Also we came across a travel-
ling fun fair, fully built up behind shops in its own yard.

So, all back on the coach, taking the R553 road, following the old L&BR
trackbed, some still fenced off and two rare over-bridges, into Ballybun-
ion, a seaside town at the mouth of the Shannon. Unfortunately, with the
children back at school, most facilities and some shops were closed.
Next to the Tourist Information Centre is lana na pictiurlainne (Cine-
ma Lane) with a metal archway over, proclaiming CINEMA in red letters,
leading down past a dance studio / ballroom on the right to the building
at the rear. The left-hand doors (plain red) are the entrance, with a sign
over “Bingo Nightly 8:30pm to 11:30pm” (this includes Sunday!). The
centre doors (no signage) appear to be a fire exit; a window is above –
possible projection room. The 1950 KYB gives a lot of detail: Ballybun-
ion, Co Kerry, pop 525.  WE sound; prop A Blood Smyth, 470
Connell’s Street, Limerick, phone 139. 370 seats, one show daily, four
changes weekly, prices 1/- & 1/8. Booked at Egan’s Film Services,
Dublin; station Listowel. The lady at the Tourist Information Centre
(closes 2pm) was most helpful and surprised in my interest, especially
as her father had helped with it years before.

There is also the  in Ballybunion, a 550-seat venue
that opened in 2006. I believe that ‘art house’ films are occasionally
screened. A good day out and most enjoyable, then back to Limerick.

 – Back up the M7 for the R494 for Killaloe, either side
of the River Shannon for our boat trip on Lough Derg. We walked over
the bridge for a look around the small town of Killaloe and, just to the
right, is the former  cinema. Not listed in the 1950 KYB but
Cinema Treasures has a few details; screening films of a special
nature in the late 1950s, owned by Pat Ryan. I did check about this
venue with the shop man next door and he advised me it was once a
cinema and is now used for storage. Film presentations are held in
Killaloe Library.

Back on the coach for Limerick,
noting an  (ex ) multi-
plex, which had opened in 2005
and became an  in 2012,
although managed by them since
September 2006. A little to the
north in the University of Limerick,
which houses a 1,000-seat con-
cert hall with a ‘mighty’ resident –
yes, one of the few Compton or-
gans existing in Ireland, moved
from its original home in the 
Cork, built in 1932, a 3-12 and
opened by Frederick Bridgeman.
Sold for £365 to a Mr Russell
Whyn of Kilbrittan Castle (Co Cork)
and stored. Sold for £365 to UCL
Limerick and installed in the new
hall by Lisburn-based Wells-
Kennedy partnership, organ builders. The Compton relays were re-
placed by a solid-state system. Not having had much use, some
serious technical issues rendered it unplayable. However it is current-
ly under repair, Covid permitting, by a small team connected with the
Music Palace near Porth in South Wales.
Ann and I had a short look around Limerick, including Bedford Row,
home to the  (also had a Compton 3c-7 of 1935 – does anyone
know of its whereabouts?) and Colbert Station before rejoining the
coach for our journey to Moyasta Junction in County Clare, home to
the West Clare railway and steam! The quite long trip bypassed Ennis
(off M18) on N85 then onto N68 past Kilrush (no cinemas seen) due
to a back road avoiding the town centre being used. Some of our
fellow passengers were expecting a Welsh NG style railway! This
re-laid line is 3ft gauge, about two miles of line with one steam engine
and two carriages plus some small diesels. They hope eventually to
re-lay across the road and into Kilkee with dual-gauge (3' & 5'3") track.
Kilkee (not visited, 1950 pop 1,682) had three cinemas:  in
O’Curry Street, WE sound, 495 seats, current use as an arcade;

 in Merton Square, 450 seats, now demolished; 
Kilrush Road, 3 screens, 255 seats, short-lived, demolished.
Back on the coach, through Kilrush again. It once had two venues:
Mars Cinema , 850 seats, open 1951-1966, still stand-
ing with a plaque in b/w lettering on the r/h frontage;  John
Street, 350 seats 1925-c1950 – in 1950 KYB pop 3,346, Napier
sound, prop P Tubridy, booked at hall, one show nightly, prices 1/3 to
1/8, station Kilrush (3’-gauge West Clare Railway from Ennis). A long
journey back to Limerick, noting 40-50 empty dormer bungalows on
their own plots of land, which included a garden, garage and/or
workshops at the side of the main road.

 – Day trip to Killarney and a lake cruise. Down the
M20 and onto the M21, passing by or through some interesting
places: Ardare, although not known (by me) if it had a cinema, it has
a town hall. Rathkaele, we bypassed the town so sadly I never viewed
the art deco  cinema in Lower Main Street, 1946-1974, 450
seats. The building was listed as a protected structure by Limerick
County Council and has two fin features, curved at the top, on the

Cinema Lane, Ballybunion – cinema at end and dance hall at right

The  Ballybunion {57661} [1]

The Killaloe {57911} [1]

The  Rathkaele {36734} [2]

http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57661
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57911
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/36734
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/56457
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/52066
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57562
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/11585
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 - Goodbyes to our friends at the hotel for the long
journey to Dublin, with a comfort stop at Portlaoise M7 services, local
papers bought. We were dropped off by Trinity College for Pearse
station to sample the DART electric to Howth and a good walk. Here
there is the National Transport Museum in Howth Castle grounds,
usually only open Saturday and Sunday afternoons. We found a
volunteer hard at work, had a chat with him and he put the lights on
for us to look around. Three trams restored and lots to see. Ann and I
thanked him and left a donation.
Back to Dublin and O’Connell
Street for the  – thirteen
screens, all fully open, welcomed
into the 1929 foyer, it’s lovely. It
once had a 3-12 (13R) Compton
organ, console on lift, opened by
Quentin Maclean in 1929, re-
moved in 1969 and broken down.
We also viewed the front of the
closed .

 – We stayed overnight
in Bray at the Esplanade Hotel prior
to a very early departure next
morning – without the ‘tour manag-
er’ – to Dublin Port for Irish Ferries
to Holyhead. On our way to the ship
we passed the  Point Square
with 1,011 seats and six screens,
opened March 2012, close to the
end of LUAS (the Dublin Metro tram system). Then on board the Ulysses
we find the with 45 seats in each. Named
after Ireland’s first cinema, opened 20 December 1909 by James Joyce
in Mary Street, Dublin. Volta refers to Count Allesandro Volta, an Italian
physicist for pioneering work in electricity; the Volt electrical unit is
named after him. The films being shown were Mission Impossible:
Fallout and Incredibles 2; admission adults €8, child €6.

‘Just Go’ delivered us safely back in Warwickshire late afternoon.
Photos by [1] the author & [2] Harry Rigby

frontage. The town has, on Main Street, the Deel Hall, which housed
the  cinema in the 1940s. The frontage was cleaned in 2014 and
now appears to be an extension to the Spar shop next door. Newcastle
West, noted here was Desmond Castle, which dates from the 12th

Century and had from 1941 to 26 February 1968 in its Great Ban-
queting Hall the 500-seat  cinema, sadly wrecked by fire and
never reopened; the rest of this ancient site remains open. In Upper
Maiden Street (not seen) was  c1920s-2000/1? 1950
KYB, Morrison sound, prop Mr Latchford, 250 seats, nightly Tuesday
and Friday. Abbeyfeale, cinema 1945-1970s, listed building,
although appeared not in use it looked in good condition, 1950 KYB,
pop 1,147, 520 seats, Kalee sound, prop Messrs Tobin Bros. Unfortu-
nately we bypassed Castleisland, pop 1,333 and home to the 
cinema on Killarney Road, Napier sound, 300 seats, prop P Coffey, 7
March 1948 to 1985, currently trading as Conroy’s Furniture Shop.

So we arrived in Killarney with the coach being parked next door to
the railway station, for a whole morning free visit. Ann and I found
two venues: ,
opened 20 December 1996 with
four screens, adding a fifth in
2006 – all fully open with the
latest releases and they advertise
in the local The Kerryman newspa-
per. Previously on this site, in East
Avenue Road, stood the  /

 cinema, 1930 – 7
March 1996, 600 seats, WE
sound, became a triple in the
1970s and was demolished for the new one to be built. In the early
1940s films were also screened in the 700-seat  on Main
Street, currently Council offices.
We had a lovely walk around the town and found some reasonably
priced refreshments. After the tour we rejoined our coach for Ross
Castle and our second boat cruise, on Lough Leane, again calm water
and superb scenery. Afterwards back the same way to Limerick.

The  Abbeyfeale {56457} [2]

The  {52066} [1]

Killarney  {57562} [1]

The  Dublin {11585} [1]

The  on board Ulysses [1]

http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57661
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57911
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/36734
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/56457
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/52066
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57562
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/11585
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(South Yorks)
The  cinema was 65 years old on 27 February. Although
[temporarily] closed, some staff went in and screened a film in honour
of the occasion. It opened in 1965 as the  and was renamed

 in 1962. It was twinned in 1980 and closed in September
2005. Two years later it was reopened as an independent and still
operates the 419 seats in the former circle and 636 seats in the
former stalls, which can show 70mm. {6208}
Parkway Cinemas Facebook Page – 13 February

(Notts)
The contractors have handed over the new eight-screen 
to the operator for fitting out. They are recruiting staff, including a
manager at a salary of £30-35k. It is expected to open this summer.
There is a photo and a fly-through video on the Nottinghamshire Live
website at tinyurl.com/4on2syne.
Nottinghamshire Live – 12, 23 February; sent in by Terry Hanstock

The  celebrated its 85th birthday on 7 December. It was opened
by the Lord Mayor of Belfast in 1935. It is the only surviving ‘tradition-
al’ cinema in Belfast; today it has been converted into four screens.
The design was heavily influenced by its proximity to Harland & Wolff.
The exterior is shaped like the bow of a ship and the nautical theme
continued inside, with curved walls, porthole windows and light fit-
tings. The CTA visited in September 2014. {24058}
Belfast Telegraph – 8 December; photo taken September 2014

(Durham)

A recent clean-up at the Grade II listed former  revealed a
number of artefacts in the boarded-off upper circle; these included
projectors and original seats. History enthusiasts have formed a group
to raise money to convert part of the building into a small museum;
their fundraising page is at: tinyurl.com/jmnqqlqq. The building opened
in December 1909 and became the  in 1947. It closed in
August 1966 and became bingo, which still continues. {26537}
Northern Echo – 21 January; photo taken February 2020

The owners of the Bon Accord shopping centre hope to create a new
four-screen cinema in the upper floor of the mall. Permission for a
seven-screen cinema was granted in 2014.
Evening Express, Aberdeen – 22 January

Permission is being sought to open an adult gaming centre in the front
part of the former . A bingo licence has already been granted
for the same address. The cinema opened in April 1914 and closed in
October 1973. The auditorium was demolished and the remaining
façade acts as an entrance to shops. {41126}
Press & Journal, Aberdeen – 4 February

(Bucks)
The County Council is reviewing
the future of the former ,
which it owns. At least two inves-
tors are thought to be preparing
proposals for an arts and music
centre. The venue opened as the

 in March 1925 and was
reconstructed in 1937. It was re-
named  in November
1946 and closed in October 1972.
It became bingo, which closed in
2019. {33269}
Bucks Free Press – 13 January;
photo taken April 2005

BBC national news showed people queuing to get into a cinema – a rare
sight so far this year! The  had become a vaccination hub from 16
January and is pharmacy-led. A good community gesture by .
Sent in by RW Hawkins & Martin Tapsell

It has been confirmed that the Kyle Shopping Centre will not reopen
after the current lockdown. Instead it will be transformed into a
“multi-million pound leisure development”.  has signed a
long-term lease to be the anchor tenant with an eight-screen cinema.
Construction is expected to start in 2023.
Daily Record – 4, 11, 20 February

These two volumes, by Allen Eyles, provide a comprehensive
history of the  circuit, from its beginnings in the 1930s

up to the multiplex era. Fully illustrated in b/w and colour.

Now at reduced prices!

Buy both  together for £27 (plus postage)
Also available –  – £18.99.

Last few copies!
Please add £3.40 to your order for postage.

Available from the Sales Officer – address on p5.

http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/6549
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/3674
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/36755
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/26588
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/34030
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/21129
www.newfilmhouse.com
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/6208
https://TinyURL.com/4on2syne
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/24058
www.tinyurl.com/jmnqqlqq
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/26537
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/41126
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/33269
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(Lancs)

The Grade II listed  was 100 years old on 17 January. It
originally had 1,150 seats, including 400 in a horseshoe-shaped
balcony. The ceiling had a retractable roof with glass panels. In the
1960s and 70s it booked musicals for long summer seasons. 70mm
was installed in 1961. It closed c1970 and became bingo and later
snooker, which closed in 2010. It reopened in July 2016 using 124
seats in the circle with an antique and collectors’ market in the former
stalls. The owner says he will try and hold the Centenary celebrations
later in the year. {6549}
Blackpool Gazette – 15 January

Work will begin in March on the second phase of the Houndshill
Shopping Centre development. It will include a nine-screen 850-seat
cinema with the largest IMAX screen in the North-West. MMC Cinemas
is named as the operator.
Lancashire Telegraph – 1 February

(West Yorks)

The former  could become an extension to the adjacent wedding
venue in the former St Mary’s Church. The cinema was purpose-built
with 700 seats in stalls and balcony. It opened in August 1913 and
closed in 1922. It later became the church hall for St Mary’s Church
but it is reported the balcony and projection room are intact. {3674}
Yorkshire Post – 9 December; photo taken June 2005

(Lancs)
Plans for a redevelopment of Pioneer Place were given the green light
last year. Now the developers have submitted revised plans, in view
of the pandemic. The scheme will still include a seven-screen cinema.
Work is hoped to start in summer 2021 with opening planned for
spring 2023. No operator has been given.
Lancashire Telegraph – 29 January, 8 February

The first stage of stabilisation work has started at the ,
thanks to a crowdfunding appeal, which was matched by the Architec-
tural Heritage Fund. Sadly, the work was delayed due to vandalism
that occurred just days after the appeal launched. The money will also
pay for emergency repairs to the roof. {36755}
Lancashire Telegraph – 10 January; sent in by Philip Crompton

A film called Save The Cinema has started production in the town.
It is based on real events that happened in 1993. The then Mayor
sent a fax to Steven Spielberg after the cinema lost out in the race
to show Jurassic Park, pleading with him for a copy of the film.
Incredibly the Mayor had a reply and not only did the  show
Jurassic Park, it did so before any other UK cinema and hosted a
joint première alongside Leicester Square. The film is due to be
reissued in 2021. The CTA visited the  in April 2010, when this
photo was taken. {26588}
South Wales Evening Post – 28 January

The interior of Coventry University’s  is to be given a
facelift. It is the former , which opened in October 1931. It was
renamed  in July 1967 and closed in October 1999. The work
was due to start in February and take about ten weeks. The building is
home to the University’s media and performing arts courses. {34030}
Coventry Observer – 15 February

It has been confirmed that the eleven-screen  at Foresters
Leisure Park will not reopen after it closed in September due to the
pandemic. All branding has been removed from the exterior. It opened
in November 1988 and a  opened elsewhere in the
City in May 2008. {21129} photo taken March 2005
Derbyshire Live – 11 January; sent in by Ken Roe & Bobby Taylor

Revised plans for the replacement of the have been sub-
mitted. They show six underground cinema screens with 259, 218,
148, 75, 92 and 79 seats and a further auditorium with 196 seats. A
conservation body has attacked the proposed 

. The Cockburn Association says it would “undermine the char-
acter of a public space” if built in Festival Square. Irvine Welsh, author
of Trainspotting has backed the plans. Details and plans at:
www.newfilmhouse.com.
Edinburgh Evening News, The Scotsman – 23 December; Edinburgh Live – 28 January
Scottish Sun, The Times Scotland – 30 January; sent in by Tom Laughlan
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(West Yorks)

The Grade II listed  celebrated its 120th birthday on 8
February. The first event on that date in 1901 was a concert by the
Hallé Orchestra. It operated as a cinema in the middle of the last
Century. It was bought by the Council in 1964 and adapted into the
Civic Theatre. There is a fine Hill pipe organ in the building. {3333}
Halifax Courier – 5 February; photo taken August 2011

(West Sussex)
The  is due to celebrate its 85th birthday in June and is looking
for people with memories of its life. It opened in 1936 as the  and
was situated near the  (now demolished). It was renamed 
in 1967 and closed in 1982. It was acquired by the Council as a
replacement for the  and reopened in 1984. If you can
help, please contact tracey.grubb@horsham.gov.uk. {3263}
West Sussex County Times – 4 February

(West Yorks)
The redevelopment of the Kingsgate Centre will go ahead, thanks to
a £7m loan from the Council to the developer. The scheme includes a

 cinema. Work is due to begin this summer and be completed by
the end of 2022.
Yorkshire Live – 11 January

Worcs)
The four-screen  cinema closed in March 2020 due to the pan-
demic and in July it was announced that the closure would be perma-
nent. A group of film fans stepped in to save the venue, housed in a
Grade II listed former carpet warehouse. The site has been secured
and contacts signed. A crowdfunding campaign has been started to
reopen it; it will be called the . {24790}
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/support-the-lume-cinema
Stourbridge News – 16 February

 (West Yorks)
Restoration work on the Grade II listed ,
which had been postponed due to the pandemic, is due to begin in
April. The Yorkshire Post report contains a 1-minute video interview
with the Head of Cinema: tinyurl.com/1uclm19a. {1836}
Yorkshire Post – 19 February

The three-screen  in the City’s Cultural Quarter has been award-
ed £645,586 towards its plans to increase to five screens and create a
larger bar and café, a roof terrace and bigger art gallery. It follows an
earlier award of £4m towards the scheme from the Arts Council. {35252}
Hinckley Times – 20 January

(Sidcup)
Work has begun to turn the former Blockbuster store into a new library
and three-screen cinema. Completion is scheduled for April 2022. It
will be run by the Really Local Group, who already have a venue in
Catford and are looking to expand in a number of new locations
including Hayes and Bermondsey.
News Shopper – 22 January

(Teddington)
Plans have been unveiled to convert the former HSBC bank in the
High Street into a bar and 40-seat cinema. Details at:
tinyurl.com/4zk71yt0.
SW Londoner – 6 January

(Beds)
Workmen involved in the redevelopment of the former  have
unearthed a time capsule buried in a wall. It was placed there when
the cinema was built in 1937. Initially it was thought to be rubbish but
on closer inspection it was obvious that someone had carefully placed
the items there. Among the items discovered was a pack of Player’s
Navy Cut Cigarettes; this brand was introduced in 1883. Written in
pencil inside the cigarette box was the following: “1937, H Ambridge,
Plasterer, Age 33, Ystalyfera, Swansea.” Accompanying this was a
cutting of what was assumed to be that day’s newspaper, dated
Wednesday 14 July 1937. {6247}
Luton Today – 11 January; sent in by Margaret Burgoine

(Bridgend)

The Grade II listed  is currently undergoing a £7.9m renova-
tion, which will see it reopen in spring 2022. It was used as a cinema
in the early 20th Century and in 1994 the balcony was converted into
a 170-seat cinema. The renovations have uncovered the original
stage. A performing arts centre will be established on the first floor
with a studio theatre that will double as a cinema. {26607}
Wales Online – 1 January; photo taken July 2008

(Hulme)
The Grade II listed  was put up for auction with an ‘unre-
alistic’ price tag of £950,000. It was previously up for auction in 2017
at £300,000 meaning that its price has tripled in four years, despite
standing empty, bar a brief occupation by squatters. The listing had
said that the plot on which the theatre stands could be redeveloped
for residential use but The Theatres Trust and Manchester City Council
have said they would “not support” the demolition of a heritage
building. It has been on the Theatres Trust ‘at risk’ register since
2006. The lot was withdrawn prior to the auction on 10 February. A
crowdfunding campaign has been launched to save it. The theatre
opened in October 1901 and closed in 1986; it has remained empty
and unused since. The Manchester Evening News report contains
some interior photos: tinyurl.com/1x615zb4. {55576}
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/save-hulme-hippo
Manchester Evening News – 9 February

(Derbys)
Plans (reported on p26 of the last Bulletin) to build a two-screen
cinema in the former Market Hall have been approved by the Town
Council. It is hoped to be open in December 2021.
Derbyshire Times – 7 January

(Co Tipperary, Ireland)
The 900-seat former  cinema,
which has been a hardware store
since around 1977, has been
acquired by the local authority. It
seems likely to survive in area
renewal plans. This photo is
about ten years old. {57485}
Sent in & photo by Bob Bradshaw
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Alan Silvers, the former manager of the , has died, aged 89.
Starting at the age of 16 years old as a rewind-boy in 1947, Mr Silvers
went on to become a projectionist. Following his years in National
Service, he re-joined the  in 1958, rising through the ranks from
junior manager to general manager in 1960. By his retirement in
1994, Mr Silvers had become managing director. The [temporarily]
closed cinema used its readograph to pay tribute – see:
tinyurl.com/95sxpybm. {17336}
Nottinghamshire Live – 19 February; sent in by Terry Hanstock

(Warks)
A new five-screen cinema is set to be built in Abbey Street, virtually
opposite the former . A £13m grant has come from the Government’s
Future High Street Fund. No time scale or operator has been given.
Nuneaton News – 30 December

A planning application has been submitted for change of use of the
Grade II listed former . The cinema opened in July 1937 and films
ceased in July 1984. It became bingo, which closed in 2007. The
building was bought in 2019 for £339,500 by Semichyong UK, a
Nepalese organisation. The proposals include removing the high-level
stage installed for bingo and reducing the height of the stage to 1m
above auditorium level. At balcony level it proposes to level the tiers
to create usable rooms. {25909}
Nuneaton News – 27 January

(Greater Manchester)

The former  /  in the town centre has been
earmarked for redevelopment. An item on BBC North West Tonight
stated that a local roller-skating team using the former stalls area, which
became the Astoria Ballroom, has been given notice to vacate the build-
ing and find alternative premises. It closed as a cinema in 1961. {6291}
Sent in by John Pritchard; photo taken August 2005

(Devon)
The Grade II* listed  has been awarded
£206,680 from Historic England to refurbish intricate stonework and
stained-glass windows. It is part of a wider £2.5m regeneration project
that was set to begin in January and be completed by early May. See
Holiday Snaps on back page. {22124}
Western Morning News, Daily Telegraph – 11 January; The Guardian – 15 January;
sent in by Robert Holden, Michael Jones, Chris Snowden, John West & John S Wilkinson

The former  was sold last September for £800,000 to a
consortium including Nudge Community Builders, who own other
properties in the area. Talks are due to begin with investors and
possible commercial tenants as plans take shape for a £4m transfor-
mation into a 1,300-capacity major music venue. Work has already
begun to shore up the building and the leaking roof has been fixed.
See photo p27 Bulletin 53/2. {33729}
Business Live – 28 January

(Lancs)
Permission has been given to partially demolish the former 

 and build 42 flats; the façade would be retained. It opened in
December 1920 and was split into four screens in 1975. It closed in
May 1984 and was converted into an indoor market and snooker
club. See p20 Bulletin 54/2 & p21 Bulletin 54/4. {43550}
In Your Area – 20 January

The former Argos unit at Broad Street Mall has been split into smaller
units. It will be home to an Iceland supermarket, a Thai restaurant and
a new boutique cinema plus bowling alley and bar. No operator has
been named or time scale given.
Berkshire Live – 2 January

(South Yorks)
 has signed a lease to operate an eight-screen cinema to

be built at Forge Island. Work is due to start in the autumn.
Sheffield Star – 1 February; sent in by Terry Hanstock

(Isle of Wight)
Vandals have caused significant damage to the . Almost
every pane of glass has been smashed and walls kicked in. An entire
ceiling has been brought down in one part. Rows of seats have been
mindlessly thrown off the balconies. Chandeliers have been smashed
and toilets demolished. Paint has also been thrown around, pipes
ripped from the walls flooding the floors below and beautiful wrought
iron spindles kicked from their placements. Alongside all the damage,
a number of stolen goods with labels attached have also been found.
The building has been unused for ten years. Ryde Town Council was
hoping to take ownership of the building in order to secure its future.
£480,000 of funding was awarded to Ryde last September. See photo
p26 Bulletin 54/1
Island Echo – 17 January; sent in by Peter Day

(North Yorks)
Hopes for a new cinema complex at North Bay could be back on if the
developing company can pay back more than £8m to the Council by
February. The Council had intended to let its agreement for the Sands
project expire on 31 December, before the company launched a legal
challenge. They offered to repay outstanding money if the agreement
was extended. The project has stalled since 2017.
Scarborough News – 14 January

(Lancs)
Plans have been unveiled to transform the Concourse Centre into an
entertainment hub. It will become home to a two-screen cinema run
by American chain Ultra Star. No time scale has been given.
Ormskirk Advertiser – 4 February

The Council acquired the former  in 2018 for £4.6m. Since
then, speculation has grown that the building may be demolished.
Now the Council has confirmed that will not be the case and they see
it becoming a “mixed use performance space” that can be used for a
variety of events. It could be home to the Slough Symphony Orchestra.
The building, home to Buzz Bingo, is currently closed due to govern-
ment regulations. {14760}
Slough Observer – 24, 25 December; sent in by R David Simpson, who writes:

When I moved to the area to manage the  Slough, a year after
the cinema was tripled, I learnt that Slough Council was annoyed with
Granada because the  Slough only received its bingo licence in
1973 on condition that they put a cinema in the ballroom. The Grana-
da-owned  never met this condition. Granada bought the

 in 1971 from a local property tycoon for £250,000!

A Stafford student has started a campaign to save the . It
opened in November 1920 with 1,200 seats and a fully-equipped
stage. Films ceased in September 1963 and bingo took over. That
closed in 1990 and the building became a snooker club. It has been
empty for the past 15 years and most of the interior has been stripped
out. It was named ‘building of the month’ in February by the Save
Britain’s Heritage group. {37530}
Staffordshire Live – 25 December, 8 February

The Wetherspoon’s pub in the Grade II listed former 
has been flooded again. It had only reopened last September after a
refurbishment following the previous flood in October 2019. Like
others, it closed due to the national lockdown but was left under water
as Storm Christoph raged in January. Repairs were being carried out
but were stopped when human bones were found under the floor. It is
believed they were connected with a former monastery on the site.
The repairs should be completed to enable the pub to reopen when
the lockdown is relaxed. See p27 last Bulletin. {22692}
Staffordshire Live – 27 January, 4 February
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http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/33729
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/43550
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/14760
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/37530
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/22692
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/3333
mailto:tracey.grubb@horsham.gov.uk
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/3263
http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/24790
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/support-the-lume-cinema
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/support-the-lume-cinema
https://tinyurl.com/1uclm19a
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http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/57485
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(North Yorks)

The former  has become a showroom for an exclusive range of
Land Rover and Defender vehicles. The cinema opened in July 1914
and was badly damaged by fire in 1930. It subsequently became a
garage and was last used as a tyre depot. Several cinematic features
were found inside the building during the conversion works.
www.twistedautomotive.com {3369}
Yorkshire Post – 1 February; sent in by Terry Hanstock; photo taken January 2006

(Kent)
Heavy plant rolled onto the site of the former  [etc] on 12 January
to ensure planning consent for flats and a cinema did not expire. The
cinema closed in 2000 and the building was demolished in 2014. The
site has changed owners several times. {25782}
Kent Live – 13 January

(Lancs)
The Council has proposed a £130m redevelopment of the Galleries
Shopping Centre, which it purchased in 2018. Retail space would be
reduced to make way for a multimedia centre with a six-screen cinema.
It is hoped planning permission will be granted by the end of this year
with work expected to start in early 2022. No operator has been named.
Manchester Evening News – 11 January

(Cheshire)

The former  was destroyed by fire on 7 February. It was built in
1901 as a drill hall and began showing films in 1914. It had closed by
1980 and was converted to bingo; this had closed by 2015. Plans to
demolish it and build apartments were approved in 2017 but fresh
plans were submitted to retain the hall and build apartments behind
it. The developer threatened to demolish the building if his plans were
rejected. In 2018 a cannabis farm was found in the building and there
was a small fire in September 2020. Arson is suspected and two
sixteen-year-old boys have been arrested. {47634}
Cheshire Live – 10, 14 November, 12 February; sent in by Ken Roe

(Somerset)
The Council has voted to press ahead with a £23m upgrade of the

; it was last substantially refurbished in 1988. The
capacity will be increased from 622 to 900 and a fly tower added to
the stage. It is hoped to attract larger touring shows. The works will
also add two additional boutique spaces, which could potentially be a
cinema/ studio and an additional cinema.
Somerset Live – 8 January; sent in by Barry Quinton

It is reputed to be The Queen’s favourite film, which she watches every
Christmas. Now censors have added a ‘discrimination’ warning to
Flash Gordon as the villain, Ming The Merciless, is ‘coded’ as Asian
but played by white actor Max von Sydow. The BBFC also said scenes
of violence led it to raise the rating to [12A]; it was rated [A] on its
original release in 1980, equivalent to today’s [PG].
Daily Mail – 23 December; sent in by Tom Laughlan

When Cleopatra was released in 1963 nobody had a problem with the
casting of Elizabeth Taylor as Queen of the Nile. Now the film is being
remade and an Israeli actress has been cast as Cleopatra. Predictably
there was uproar that an Egyptian actress hadn’t been cast in the role
until it was pointed out that Cleopatra was actually of Greek ancestry.
Sunday Express – 18 October; sent in by Barry Quinton

The 1939 musical The Wizard of Oz starring Judy Garland is having a
remake. Studio New Line Cinema said it will be a “fresh take” on the
1900 story.
Daily Record – 11 February; sent in by Tom Laughlan

There was an auction of Detective
Fiction at Sotheby’s on 4 Febru-
ary. An uncorrected proof of Ian
Fleming’s You Only Live Twice
sold for £50,400. It was sent to
Playboy magazine for serialisation
and reveals corrections in pen
and pencil.
Sunday Post – 31 January;
sent in by Tom Laughlan

An elderly couple have ‘won the
lottery’ after a pristine hoard of
Star Wars toys left to them by a
neighbour sold for £400,000.
They had no idea of the value of
the collection.
Metro – 6 November; sent in by R David Simpson

Eccles (Greater Manchester) has seen the nation’s biggest house
price growth in the past year, according to Rightmove – up 16%. You
can snap up a one-bed apartment in the former cinema for
£120,000; there are 83 available.
www.rightmove.co.uk/properties/73259316
Sent in by Malcolm Gambles & R David Simpson

BBC Radio 2 listeners have voted the 1946 classic It’s a Wonderful
Life as the best Christmas movie. Die Hard with Bruce Willis was
second, followed by The Muppet Christmas Carol, Home Alone and Elf.
Daily Mirror – 21 December; sent in by Barry Quinton

On the back page there is a mention of the , which was
converted from a former library in 2014. During the conversion a
stash of stolen purses was found behind a storage radiator. The
mystery thief’s haul had been snatched in 2002.
Metro – 12 June 2014; sent in by Tim McCullen

Secret Cinema has been granted a licence for an open-air cinema at
Low Hall Sports Ground in London’s Walthamstow. The company
plans to hold screenings every day of the week except Monday, from
5 July until 12 September. The events, for which people are expected
to come dressed as characters from the film, will last from 6pm until
10:30pm. www.secretcinema.org
Chingford Guardian – 21 January
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Cinema Group  has secured further rent concession from
landlords while it works to cut costs with all its sites shut. Shares nudged
a trifle lower at the news. The chain has appointed Alex Scrimgeour as
it’s new Chief Executive, following the resignation of Crispin Lilly.
The i – 15 January; sent in by R David Simpson;
Daily Mail – 15 December; sent in by Margaret Burgoine, Barry Quinton & Tom Laughlan

, the US group that owns  has warned it is running out of
money.  said it had received £73m from private equity group
Mudrick Capital but it needed another £554m to avoid it going bust.
At the end of last November,  had around £236m in cash, a sum
it expected to be depleted by January.
Daily Mail – 15 December; sent in by Margaret Burgoine & Barry Quinton

Cineworld investors revolted against a pay policy that could hand its
boss and his brother more than £130m. Under the scheme, Chief
Executive Moshe Greidinger and his brother will get £65m each if
shares hit 380p; they rose 4.4% or 2.9p to 69p at the end of January.
Around 30% of shareholders who took part voted against the initiative
but it still passed as only a 50% approval rate was required.
Daily Mail – 23, 26 January; sent in by Tom Laughlan

The 100-year-old has unveiled a £15m invest-
ment plan. The money will be used to build a TV studio, sound produc-
tion studios and some offices. It says that streaming services are
looking for more space in the UK. The studio was used for the Queen
biopic Bohemian Rhapsody and Sam Mendes’s 1917. Building is
expected to begin later this year and be completed by October 2022.
Daily Mail – 13 February; sent in by Tom Laughlan

Tim Richards, the CEO of  cinemas, has been appointed the next
chairman of the British Film Institute. Tim will take up the appoint-
ment on 16 February and will serve a term of up to three years. The
appointment was made by Culture Secretary Oliver Dowden.
UK Government Press Release – 11 February

Three new cinemas opened in India on the same day! Cinema chain INOX
launched a four-screen 120-seat luxury cinema and a four-screen 752-
seat cinema in Gurugram and a three-screen 720-seat cinema in Salem.
This gives the chain 150 multiplexes in India with a total of 637 screens.
Glamsham website – 13 January; sent in by Bob Bradshaw

The release of the new James Bond film No Time to Die has been
delayed for a third time; it will now be released globally on 8 October.
Shares in cinema chains fell at the news.
Daily Mail, Daily Express, Daily Record – 23 January;
sent in by Tom Laughlan & Barry Quinton

Irish box-office takings plummeted from €210m in 2019 to just €29m
last year. Tenet was the only film release after March that made it into
the top ten with some of the most successful films having been re-
leased in late 2019. Covid-19 restrictions meant that cinemas were
closed for large portions of 2020; when they were allowed to reopen
social distancing rules meant they could only operate at 14%-30%
capacity. By international standards, Irish people are keen cinema-
goers, with admissions above 15m a year since 2015. Smaller cinemas
generally fared better than larger venues and more attendees were
from the 18-34 age group, with fewer adults over 45 visiting.
Sunday Times Ireland – 17 January

The  in Ramsbottom (Lancs) is the only new entry on this
year’s Theatres at Risk register, published by the Theatres Trust.
Situated above a Co-op store, it had 800 seats with a gallery around
one side. It has been disused for many years. It was listed Grade II in
February. The Brighton  tops the list for the sixth year
running. Further details and the complete list can be seen at:
www.theatrestrust.org.uk.
Theatres Trust Press Release; The Argus, Brighton – 4 February; sent in by Barry Quinton

Andrew Lloyd Webber has brought forward £6m of improvement work
on his West End theatres, including adding 168 toilets to ease conges-
tion for female patrons. £350,000 has been spent on restoring the
façade of the  and at  £2m is being
spent on redecoration and new auditorium seating. The  has had
a new flying system, redecoration and refurbishment costing £540,000.
The Stage – 7 January; sent in by Barry Quinton

Cameron Macintosh has [temporarily] closed his eight London thea-
tres but they are still costing £500,000 a week to run as they still have
to be maintained. He reiterated that shows need to play to full capac-
ity houses and not with social distancing.
Daily Mail – 18 December; sent in by Tom Laughlan

Gary Theobald joined the  in Christchurch (Dorset) in July 1984
as it’s Press Officer. In 1995 he took over the film booking. He says
that the 36 years has gone by in a flash because the  is a
vibrant, happy and creative place to work. Gary will spend his retire-
ment on the Isle of Wight, playing tennis, ploughing through his DVD
collection and looking after his 1982 Mazda RX7.
Daily Echo, Bournemouth – 12 January; sent in by Philip Stevens

A Canadian actor who started his career on the
stage, Chris will be best remembered for his role
as Captain von Trapp in The Sound of Music,
despite his initial disdain for both the role and the
film. He was the oldest actor to win an Oscar,
aged 82 for Beginners.

She was a flirtatious schoolgirl in Blue Murder at
St Trinians in 1957 and played Miss Walsh in
Wildcats of St Trinians in 1980. In 1959 she
appeared in Carry on Nurse and Carry on Teach-
er. She played opposite Dame Maggie Smith in
Lady in the Van.

The lead singer of Gerry and the Pacemakers who
in the 1960s toured one-night stands at many
cinemas and theatres. Their hits included You’ll
Never Walk Alone and Ferry Across the Mersey. In
2009 he was awarded the freedom of the City of
Liverpool.

Join the

CINEMA ORGAN SOCIETY

a   Bi-monthly newsletter  a  Quarterly glossy magazine  a

For membership details and sample publications contact
David Shepherd, COS Membership Secretary

Dolby House, Barrington Gate, Holbeach, Spalding, PE12 7DA
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I’ve noticed a couple of typos in the last issue of the Bulletin (Jan/Feb)
which you may have noticed already: On page 33 under ‘Cineworld’
there is a date of May 2012, which I think should read 2021. On page
5, in the review of the book about Popular Music at Manchester’s 

, the actual title of the book Were You There? is not mentioned
(although it is in picture of the cover) Also, it says “just before it closed
in 1966” which should read 1996. The film show mentioned, Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, was in fact a CTA event, organised by Gary
Trinder and David Eve, to celebrate the centenary of cinema and took
place on 18 May 1996. Cinema organist Jim Riggs was flown over
specially from the USA to accompany the film on the Wurlitzer organ.
The organ was moved to the ballroom of  when the

 closed and is in regular use for concerts, dances, etc.
Jeremy Buck

I have had a communication from a member, who says that some of
the information in the opening paragraph of the article on the 
Holloway on p20 of the last Bulletin is wrong. “4k projection and Dolby
Atmos” should read “2k projection and Dolby 7.1”. The  website
doesn't give this level of detail.
David Simpson

The original author, Adrian Zak, writes: I contacted  directly and
got the following reply: “It depends on the showing. If it’s IMAX or
ISENSE performances than these screens have the ability to stream in
4k quality but a standard screen does not.”

Ian Patterson’s letter in the January/February edition of the Bulletin
concerning a previous Leicester authority that allowed the demolition
of the  (1959), was very much to the point but their true
legacy is worse. Matcham’s  would have made an ideal touring
theatre for the largest touring productions and saved us from the stark
and unattractive , which has insufficient seats to support big
companies. The City Fathers did not prevent the destruction of the

 (1958), a rare example of a playhouse dating back to
1836. Nor did it save Phipps’  (1877–1960) which
would have been a reasonable touring theatre for present-day produc-
tions, although not as large as the .
Their crowning disgrace was not saving the unique 

 (1862–1985), which was an early music
hall before that genre developed into the variety theatre. It had exqui-
site plaster mouldings, which I understand were smashed rather than
saved for the museum, a small stage and a delightful semi-circular
balcony. It belonged to the same family of venues as the Nottingham

he Glasgow , London  and
London  (all Grade II listed) and others that have long
disappeared. They are all examples of a rare breed of early entertain-
ment venues.
Another local authority that ought to hang its head in shame is Scar-
borough, which permitted the demolition of the Grade II listed 

 (1858), the lovely  and the big
 leaving no large theatre in the town. The Council thought that

an open-air theatre was a suitable alternative! One suspects that in
some cases big business may have played its part in both areas.
Leicester  was adjacent to the Shires Shopping Centre, which
wanted to expand.
We know that theatre in general went into decline during the 50s and
60s and Leicester, along with other towns and cities, could not have
saved all its old theatres but there appeared to be no attempt to retain
even one. Hindsight is a wonderful gift but some local authorities did
have the foresight to help their local theatres to survive. The Leicester
Working Men’s Club membership was falling but the hall would have
worked as a pub, like the Malt Cross, with the ability to put on live
entertainment in a true and rare music hall environment.
Ted Bottle

At the rear of the Union Hotel in Penzance stands the shell of one of
the oldest theatres in Britain, which opened in 1787. It is Grade II
listed. See tinyurl.com/ay4zkxrp.

By the time you read this, demolition of the former  in Port-
smouth might have started. Talking to contractors on site, they said it
will be a difficult operation as both north and south external walls are
close to residential properties. Can I ask any members with cameras
to record the demolition?
Can we please have more information about the closure and unfortu-
nate demolition of Film and TV Studios? They are important to the
cinema industry.
The ornamental gardens at Compton Acres in Dorset were started in
1920 and opened to the public just prior to WWII. In 1950 they were
sold to architect J Stanley Beard, who restored the gardens and
opened them to the public in 1953. See www.comptonacres.co.uk.
J Stanley Beard designed at least 26 cinemas and theatres, including
the  at Ealing and Kentish Town.
RW Hawkins

What a wonderful edition the latest Picture House magazine is – yet
again! Congratulations to all the contributors. Allen Eyles’ fascinating
feature on the complicated history of  Repertory Cinemas is
almost a book in itself. Roy Stafford’s account of Blackpool cinemas
also brought back fond memories of childhood and teenage visits to
several of the cinemas and theatres featured.
As a student living and subsequently working in Manchester during
the sixties / early seventies, I regularly visited many of the City centre
cinemas with an equally movie-mad colleague. Most of these cinemas
(as well as the live  Theatre) were clustered within a couple of
hundred yards of each other, almost side by side on Oxford Road as
well as adjacent to the nearby Midland Hotel and in Deansgate.
70mm ‘Roadshows’ were regularly on offer in up to four large venues
( , ,  and  Deansgate), with new
releases, re-releases and art-house/repertory in the other City centre
cinemas – paradise!

The  presented some repertory seasons at that time and we
managed to see a couple of double-bill Marx Brothers films there amid
relatively small audiences. I recall the plain long narrow auditorium
being reasonably comfortable and yes it did have a lavish arrangement
of plastic flowers adorning the stage (as referred to in Allen’s article).
However, our City centre visits for repertory cinema were mainly to the
splendid new Regional  located opposite the 
(ex ) on Oxford Road, which was much more comfortable
than the . This was a former News Theatre which had been
nicely refurbished with about 300 seats on one floor, new screen and
screen tabs and fully equipped for 16mm, 35mm and 70mm. I recall
that the theatre was managed enthusiastically at that time by Dr
Bruce Jackson, who was also I believe a senior academic at Manches-
ter University. On our visits Dr Jackson was frequently present in the
foyer greeting people on arrival or leaving, would often ask patrons for
their views on the films and was always open to requests for future
films. We were able to have several interesting conversations with him
on future programme plans.

The interior of the former  in its  days in 2009

https://tinyurl.com/ay4zkxrp
www.comptonacres.co.uk
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Admission prices to the  were moderate and
programming comprised mainly art-house films. We loved Elvira
Madigan, Le Bonheur and Stolen Kisses as well as selecting other
films from the Director or Actor seasons regularly presented. We
managed about five Bergman films in a fortnight, which was hard
going and both a Bogart season and a Garbo season were wonder-
ful. Also, even prints of the old movies seemed pretty good (possibly
new BFI prints). The supporting programmes often comprised
award-winning shorts from across the world. A favourite, brought
back several times by customer request (including us) was the 1967
Cannes Film Festival winner Sky Over Holland, in 70mm and six-
track stereo. This gem comprised amazing aerial shots depicting
different seasonal aspects of the Dutch landscape and coast, ac-
companied by a no-commentary soundscape and a music score –
similar to the ToddAO promos. I would love a DVD of this for my
home cinema but have searched in vain so far.
Graham Fee

The  Manchester – CTA Archive

The history of London’s West End cinemas dates back more
than one hundred years. This book details all of them, in
chronological order, totalling well over one hundred, from
1906 up to 2013. The best of the West End’s cinemas were
outfitted to a very high standard to match their role as show-
cases for new films, hosting press shows and premières, as
well as a being a magnet for film enthusiasts anxious to see
films on exclusive première runs. Even now, when films are
available everywhere at the same time, the West End’s cine-
mas are a vibrant attraction to visitors from all over the world
as well as for Londoners having a night on the town. There are
interior views as well as exteriors of most of the cinemas and
over 50 illustrations are in full colour, together with appendi-
ces of club cinemas and theatres used as temporary cinemas.

Published in 2013 in conjunction with English Heritage.

A virtually deserted Leicester Square at 12:30pm on
Monday 22 February – photo by Neville C Taylor

From the scrapbook of the  Aberdeen – sent in by Richard Jones
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The  cinema St Autsell, Mount Charles, opened on Monday 22
February 1926. A large crowd was present to welcome the new picture
palace. The opening attraction was Charlie Chaplin in The Gold Rush.
The theatre also housed a café and a dance hall. It was run by Mr Noel
Rhys, who was a former journalist. He was the managing director of
the Capitol Company.
A comedian by the name of George Graves was booked to open the
theatre but fell ill and was replaced by Mr JW Higman. The cost to build
was over fifteen thousand pounds and it had seating for eight hun-
dred. It was stated that the stage could accommodate one hundred
and fifty people and the dance hall two hundred. The proscenium was
36ft wide and a large 40ft deep.
It wasn’t long before the cinema had new ownership. In 1927 a Mr LA
Thomson took over and it was said big improvements would take place.
Thomson was the managing director of the in
Victoria, London, which was nicknamed The Millionaire’s Theatre. Mr
George Taylor was appointed manager. In April 1929 ownership
changed again when J Watkins Ltd took over; this was from 6 April.
Watkins reopened it as a super entertainment house in which pictures
were varied from time to time by the visits of theatrical companies.
The theatre had an orchestra called the Capitol Orchestra conducted
by Mr E Beresford. Watkins’ general manager was Mr Harry Roderson.
When sound arrived it was advertised as Cornwall’s Premier ‘Talkie’
Picture Theatre and the Western Electric sound system was installed.
The first sound film, shown on Monday 12 May 1930, was The Singing
Fool.

Apart from film, live shows were occasionally on offer and on 12
October 1953 Elsie and Doris Waters, known as Gert and Daisy, made
their first appearance in Cornwall. The theatre was equipped with six
dressing rooms.

In 1945 there was another ownership change when Capitol (St
Austell) Ltd took control. On 12 September 1954 3D arrived on the
new Miracle Mirror Wide Screen. It was stated that the  was the
only theatre in Cornwall to screen it. The first 3D picture to be shown
was Charge at Feather River. Viewing specs were on sale separately
from admission charges at sixpence (two and a half pence). Another
take over was by  on 8 January 1978. The cinema went over to
bingo, which was still operating in 2018. Does anyone know if bingo
is still operating there and if not, does the building still exist?

Seating for the cinema-goer has improved dramatically in the last few
years, now with armchair comfort, with cinema exhibitors offering the
patron much more legroom. It is a long way from the early days of
cinema-going, when wooden benches were provided and many cinema
visits were standing room only. In the early days films were screened in
any old place that was considered suitable for a film show. These
included empty shops, which were altered. There were a few old
benches with a projector at one end and the screen at the other.
As the business improved specially-built halls emerged, mostly built
with wood and corrugated iron. Later, the palatial halls started to
appear, with owners cramming as many seats in as possible, restrict-
ing legroom. Some were placed very close to the stage and the patron
would have to look up to see the screen, no doubt giving them a stiff
neck, along with eye strain.
Before 1912 most cinema seating was benches. By 1913 there were
two thousand more tip-up seats installed than in 1912. Gradually
tip-up seating became the norm. In 1916 one supplier of the tip-up
was Arthur G Cope. Apart from seating he was a general furnisher to
the business. Geo W Baker from Glasgow was another manufacturer.
It was stated that the factory was under supervision of Mr John
Ferguson, patentee of the tip-up since 1896. Another supplier was
Pollard’s from Birmingham. In 1911 their seating prices went from
just over a shilling each to nearly six shillings. Fred Wilkins and
Brother Ltd of Liverpool were also early manufacturers and suppliers.
Another well-known maker was WW Turner and Co Ltd from Birming-
ham. Friends, Greene, Nicholson and Company from Sheffield also
manufactured and supplied.
Tip-up seating goes back to the 1800s, yet wasn’t used in the days of
early cinema. This was probably due to cost and the fact that people
would go for the novelty value, not worrying what the seating was like.
When cinemas were purpose-built and films became longer, not just
a novelty, the proprietors had to make them more appealing, so better
seating was employed. But many still had a mixture for a number of
years. For example the  cinema in Saltney, Chester (1923-1959)
had bench seats at the front for several years. Many theatres in the
early days advertised what their seating was, many stating tip-up
seats, or all tip-up seats. Some cinemas advertised that they had a
mixture, tip-up and others.
Today cinemas have luxury seating with plenty of legroom, no having
to get up to let someone pass. One of the annoying things when the
cinema had continuous performances was the shining of the usher’s
torch down the row and having to stand up to let someone pass. This
could happen at an important moment in the film. Happy days.The interior of the  St Austell on the CTA visit in June 2013

Modern cinema seating – a mixture of refurbished tip-ups and armchairs
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The Cinema Theatre Association Archive is open for research visits
and for enquiries from members and the general public. Located in a
modern building on the outskirts of Southend-on-Sea, the Archive
offers all the facilities and resources you would expect from a modern
archive. The Archive contains an extensive collection of material that
has been steadily growing since its inception in 1967. This includes
books, periodicals, articles, newspaper cuttings, photographs, plans
and drawings, many donated or acquired from leading architects or
industry figures and supplemented by personal collections and re-
search. The breadth of the collection is such that there are very few
topics related to cinema history, architecture, design or operation that
are not represented.

Please visit the new Archive website for full details or to make an
enquiry: cta-uk.org/archive. The Exploring the Archive page of the
website includes catalogues and lists for various collections along
with indexes for periodicals including the Bulletin and Picture House.
You may find these lists useful in identifying material for research. As
the catalogues can only provide a brief snapshot of a small part of the
Archive, please use the enquiry form that can be found on the Making
an Enquiry page to tell us about a project you are undertaking or
subject which you are interested in researching – or maybe it’s a
photograph that eludes you. Visiting the Archive is not normally neces-
sary and material can simply be sent to you.

The Archive is maintained entirely by volunteers. Volunteering can be
a very interesting and rewarding experience and you do not have to be
a member to be a volunteer. Volunteers might file, organise and sort
the collections, deal with enquiries or undertake special projects. You
don’t need any experience or particular skills. If you cannot easily visit
the Archive and have computer skills, a scanner or access to Word or
Excel at home, you can still volunteer as we have plenty of work that
can be undertaken remotely without visiting the Archive.
Another way to help the Archive is to join the friendly Archive Google
Group – a safe email-based discussion board who’s main purpose is
to try to identify cinema photographs that are regularly shared with the
Group. Other discussion of cinema subjects is of course welcome. You
can sign up to the Group here:
www.groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/cta-uk
If you are having trouble joining the Group please contact the Archivist.
If you don’t wish to join the Group but want to be involved in identifying
these photographs they can be viewed here: tinyurl.com/uomjyom. If
you can identify any of these cinemas or have an observation that
might help in identifying them, please contact the Archivist.

Please visit the Donating Material page of the website. Almost every-
thing held in the Archive has been donated and is the main way that
the collection grows. The Archive will not turn down material which is
on subject and adds to the breadth of its holdings so please do not
hesitate to contact us if you have something which you think should be
preserved. If the material includes books or magazines, please first
prepare a list and submit it to us, so we can determine which copies
are not already held. We will occasionally accept books that are already
held if they are in good condition, on the understanding that they will
be sold to raise funds. Please do not post items to the Archive address
as there is no facility to receive parcels when it is closed and they may
be lost or returned to you as undelivered. Please contact the Archivist,
who can provide a safe address. Although we always prefer to receive
original material, if you cannot part with the originals we are happy to
accept scanned material or copies of your digital photographs.

As you may expect, the Archive holds a large collection of books on the
history of cinemas throughout the UK and a wide range of closely
related subjects, including:
� Theatres
� Circuits
� Architecture & Design
� Social & Cultural
� Biography
� Cinema Organ
� Technical and Management
� Overseas
� Kinematograph Yearbooks and similar
� And many more

Small sized booklets are filed in the Archive files but hardback and
larger books are held on the library shelves. You will see from this
recent photograph of the shelves that there is still a lot of space
available for more books – sadly the books are falling over due to the
lack of books to fill up the shelves. We don’t want bookends; we want
more books to fill the shelves.

It is our hope that the members can come to the Archive’s assist-
ance by donating books they no longer read. Please don’t just send
us your books but by all means send us a list and we will let you
know if there are any titles we are missing. Alternatively email us at
archive@cta-uk.org and ask for a copy of the Library catalogue and
I will send you a list of not only all the books we hold in the Archive
but a list of the many books on our ‘wish list’ – titles that have been
identified but of which we have yet to obtain a copy. With your help
the Archive will be looking for more shelves soon …

Clive Polden, CTA Archivist

You may be interested to know that the Archive regularly posts mes-
sages, often including photographs, on its Twitter account –
@CTA_Archive. Please feel free to follow us if you use Twitter, alterna-
tively you can view these messages via the link on our website or by
visiting twitter.com/CTA_Archive.

To make an enquiry please use the enquiry form on the website. For
any other matter, such as donations or volunteering, please email
archive@cta-uk.org or if you do not have Internet access call
07971752807.

Clive Polden, CTA Archivist

We are very grateful to the following members who have
made generous donations towards the expenses involved
in hosting the CTA’s Zoom presentations:
RK Duns, E Harwood and AV Mabey.
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At the beginning of February the CTA learned  of the death, on 22 April
last year, of our patron Carol Gibbons.
Carol was born on 27 January 1939. She lived in the family home at
‘Hillside’ in Crowborough, East Sussex, which her father had bought
that year. He was a solicitor, working in Tunbridge Wells. At some
point, he became Town Clerk of Falmouth. He retired from that posi-
tion in 1965 at the age of 65. The family then returned to ‘Hillside’.
In the late 1960s, Carol rented a pied-à-terre in Ealing, which enabled
her to visit regularly the cinemas in London and particularly the
theatres in the West End. When staying in Ealing, she often visited the
Odeon, Northfield Avenue (her local). She would regularly return home
to Crowborough.
Carol joined the CTA in July 1980, perhaps inspired by the experience
of film-going in that important Grade II* listed building.
Odeon passed the cinema to Coronet in 1981 and it closed in 1985.
The Ealing Cinema Trust was formed to try to save it in cinema use.
Carol donated £15,000, a very large sum by the standards of the
time, to be used in the cause of keeping the cinema open but to the
CTA rather than to the Trust. Some of it was spent on materials for a
display but when the campaign failed and permission was granted for
the conversion of the cinema into a nightclub, she did not want the
money back. In 1987 she donated a further £900 to sponsor the use
of colour in printing the 21st anniversary issue of Picture House.
It turned out to be especially fortunate that Carol wanted the CTA to
retain her major donation because it was to have a crucial role in the
Association’s development. In 1993 Allen Eyles approached her to
ask her whether she would approve the use of some of the money to
fund publication of the first of his definitive UK cinema circuit histo-
ries. Allen’s ABC The First Name in Entertainment, published by the
CTA in July 1993, more than made its costs in return and the fund
went on to be used without drawing further on reserves to publish the
histories of Gaumont, Granada and in two volumes, Odeon.
Carol Gibbons’ pump priming of the publication fund (which remains
available to this day) was recognised in 1993 when she was invited
to become a Patron of the Association, which she remained for the
rest of her life.
Carol was a very keen film-goer who very regularly went to the cinema,
either in Tunbridge Wells or in Ealing and the West End. At home, she
had a very large collection of films on video cassette, which she had
copied off-air on her Sony Betamax machine. She was very keen on
WC Fields and also on the comedy team of Abbott and Costello and
both were well represented in her video collection.
Her biggest passion, however, was for the Australian comic, Barry
Humphries and she would regularly see his shows in the West End.
Carol was also a great fan of the actress Patricia Routledge and took
every opportunity to see Patricia in her latest appearances in the West
End theatre. Carol was a theatrical angel and helped sponsor several
productions.
Carol also had a ‘thing’ for the actor David Kernan, who appeared in
a few films in the 1960s, always in small parts. His biggest claim to
fame was in the role of ‘Private Hitch’ in the film Zulu (1964). Her
infatuation extended to her finding and then buying his vintage
Triumph TR motor car.
Her friend John V Watson attests that Carol was an accomplished
wordsmith; one could not fault her with spelling and grammar, in which
she always excelled. She loved cryptic crosswords (including the very
difficult puzzle in The Spectator) and was an avid player of Scrabble.
In about 2003, Carol announced to John that she wanted to open a
cinema in Crowborough and would fund the entire project. The original
cinema in the town, The Regent, operated by Shipman and King,
closed in 1969. The building had by then become a bank and it would
have been impossible to purchase the property from Lloyds TSB. The
idea was soon abandoned, primarily because no suitable premises
could be found.
Carol attended CTA visits throughout the 1980s but was increasingly
rarely seen as the 1990s progressed. Carol’s problematic health
determined her move into ‘Beachside’, a nursing home in Seaford, in

around 2008. She was still able to visit her home in Crowborough
regularly, which she inherited from her father when he died in 1982.
‘Beachside’ closed permanently in 2017 so Carol had to move to a
nursing home in Peacehaven that year. Now deaf, she moved again
to another home in Peacehaven, where she passed away in April
2020, an early victim of Covid 19.
John V Watson remembers Carol as extremely shy but she proved
herself to be a true and loyal friend.

 John V Watson
with the help of David Trevor-Jones, Allen Eyles and Adam Unger

Brian was a stalwart of the York-
shire cinema scene. He was a big
mate of the late Jim Schultz and
they were involved in some
projects together. Brian inter-
viewed Jim in a video that was
made about the latter.
Brian was a projectionist earlier in
his career. I’m sure he told me he
once worked at the Tower in
Leeds, among others.
In 1969 Brian was certainly managing the Cinema at South Kirby for
Corrigan Ford Enterprises. Corrigan Ford, of Batley Variety Club fame,
formed a company in 1965, which eventually ran 13 cinemas, mostly
taken over from the Star circuit. Brian was their cinema controller by
1978 and I think he also booked the films. On the collapse of Corrigan
Ford, the cinemas went to the Walker group in about 1980.
In 1975 he had had a role in converting the Rex, Elland, from bingo
back into a cinema. By the early 1980s I believe he was running the
Futurist at Elsecar in his own right but this succumbed to the miners’
strike of those years. I have an idea he had one or two other cinemas
at that time. Later in the decade he was booking films for the Hebden
Bridge Picture House, the Castle Pickering (then being run by Bob
Preedy), the Coliseum Whitby and one other, which I can’t remember.
He later had some connection with an individual who was running
bingo at the Roxy, Sowerby Bridge and, for a while, the Castle in
Merthyr Tydfil.
Charles Morris

Brian and I kept in touch quite regularly and he was always full of
fascinating nuggets about the business. I last spoke to him, I think, in
early December when he called to say he hadn’t long left. I subse-
quently called a couple of times and although the receiver was picked
up, he said something almost inaudible and then put down the phone.
My first encounter with him was when I started researching the history
of Leeds Cinemas in the late 70s. He gave me lots of leads but
wondered why I was bothering. His words were, “It’s gone, it’s fin-
ished, no one will be interested.” Actually the little book sold 4,000
copies in eight months.
Brian was also a fount of information about James Corrigan and his
bingo, cinemas and Batley Variety Club. On the latter subject, after I
suggested compiling a book about the venue, he said again, “It’s gone,
the era’s finished.” Our monthly chats last year were dominated by the
closure of cinemas worldwide. Brian was convinced that big-screen
attendances would never recover – patrons will have lost the habit and
found cheaper and more convenient methods of film delivery.
As you can imagine he was quite scathing about the alleged greed of
distributors. He often recalled the £25 package for a double-bill of
teen horror films for a Sunday night. “The Sunday show paid for all the
cinema expenses of the week.” Brian helped me personally when I
embarked on the resurrection of Pickering’s Castle Cinema after two
years of darkness. I can still remember when I asked for his advice,
“Forget it, stick to writing books about picture halls.” Once the place
had been cleaned Brian and Jim [Schultz] came over and refurbished
the box. The portholes were impenetrable for the beam due to dec-
ades of nicotine stain. The auditorium speaker was completely
clapped out and just emitted a distorted crackle. The seats were
barely secured to the floor and the carpet was invisible due to layers
of popcorn and spilt Kia-Ora. All in all it was no surprise that it had
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We offer a warm welcome to the following new members:
David McCabe, Mike Hume, Alan Mann, Samuel Lavington,
Ray Sutton, Chris Abbott, Gillian Thorpe and Giovanna Guidicini.

Once more members have displayed their generosity by adding a
donation to the renewal of their subscriptions. Our sincere thanks go to:
DA  Abbott, K  Addison, DR  Bennett, PJ  Bennett, B  Campbell,
GH  Catterick, AJ  Caygill, NA  Corbett, DA  Cox, AT  Davies, R  Deahl,
MM  Dupré, VA  Edwards, B  Evans, ML  Facey, KJ  Finch, M  Ford,
JR  Forster, GW  Gill, H  Hamblet, AP  Jowett, AS  King, PJ  King,
RS  Laugharne, TC  Leman, AC  Llewellyn, JP  Love, JJ  McWilliams,
P  Metcalfe, TA  O’Sullivan, N  Pemberton, R  Pilbeam, DJ  Reeves,
PD  Regan, TJ  Rhodes, RA  Sales, TR  Sedgwick-Jell, HA  Scott,
CB Simmonds, GJ Smith, PH Smith, BJ Steer, C Syner, RB Thomas,
RJ  Thompson, P  Tipping, EM  Trott, CW  Turner, PJ  Walters,
JHC Williams and PG Yaxley.

We have been sorry to learn since the last issue of the Bulletin of the
death of CTA Patron Carol Gibbons and member John Barber from
Wallsend. Our sincere condolences are sent to their family and friends.

There have been several enquiries about access and the log-in process
for the website. Visit cta-uk.org and click on the icon

at the top right of the screen. You will get this
box [L]; enter your email address (as sup-
plied on joining or renewal). If this is your first
visit, click on the Forgotten your password?
link. Enter your email address and click on
the link; you will be sent a
link where you can set up a password of
your choice. If you have any problems,

please email me at subs@cta-uk.org. If you ever change your email
address, please let me know.

Ray Ritmeester, Membership Secretary

In common with other similar organisations, the cost of running the
Cinema Theatre Association, while maintaining all its important activ-
ities, has continued to rise year on year. Yet another substantial
increase in Royal Mail charges occurred in January 2021, some three
months earlier than their usual annual review date and this too has
had an impact on the cost of providing members with their bi-monthly
copy of the CTA Bulletin and the annual Picture House magazine.
After discussion, your Committee has concluded regretfully that it
must make an increase in the Association’s subscription rates. The
new annual rates are shown below and will come into effect for
renewals due after 1 May 2021; the cost of a Life Membership will
also be increased from the same date. The Associate Membership
subscription is unchanged at £10.
There has been a significantly larger increase in the cost of mailings
to our overseas members and the differential on their rates has also
had to be increased. In order to alleviate the burden for overseas
members when renewing, they may elect to discontinue receiving the
printed copies of the CTA Bulletin and obtain it via the Internet;
Picture House would still be sent by post. Overseas subscribers taking
up this offer would then renew at the same subscription rate as a
member in the United Kingdom. On receipt of an application for this
option, the Membership Secretary will advise the member by e-mail of
the method for obtaining future electronic copies in PDF format.
Full Member – UK £33; (under 25s, with proof of age – £16)
Full Member – Overseas
 (Europe Standard Airmail & World Economy) £43
Full Member – Overseas (World Standard Airmail) £ 56
Full Member – Overseas (Digital CTA Bulletin) £33
Life Member – (UK & Overseas digital membership) £500;
 (over 65s, with proof of age – £400)
Life Member – (Overseas) £840 (Air Mail); £ 645 (Economy Mail)

Neville C Taylor, CTA Treasurer

The rate for small ads from members is £3 for 25 words with name and address free,
plus 15p for each extra word. Non-members rates: £5 & 25p respectively.

Please send cheque or postal order (payable to the Cinema Theatre Association)
to the Bulletin Editor, address on p2. Please quote membership number.

Advertisers are requested to reply to all respondents who supply SAE for that purpose.
: eighth page – £15; quarter page – £25;

half page (horizontal or vertical) – £45; full page – £80

FOR SALE: I have a quantity of Cinema Books etc including The
Mercia Bioscope Booklets, CTA Picture House and PPT Rewind
magazines, all in good condition. Also a large collection of 16mm
films, free for a donation to a local charity of my choice. But the films
must be collected in person only. Send large SAE.

closed a couple of years before. We reopened in 1984 – the year of
the lowest ever figures for UK cinema attendances (54 million). Brian
booked us Disney’s Easter offering Jungle Book for a two-week run at
50%. Even with all that rattling around my tiny brain, I remained
enthusiastic and when I sent the return to Disney they phoned to
suggest I’d miscalculated the takings. “Pickering has never taken
more than £200 a week for the last decade – and your return states
you grossed £2,000.” Once I confirmed the take was correct, we
always had a good relationship with the company. Brian booked the
films for the first couple of years but when I requested we play Out of
Africa, he said, “You’re insane – Pickering would never support that
type of film. The Pickering audience even thinks that a nipple is a part
of a tractor tyre.” He did book Out of Africa in for a week and it was
packed solid. Unfortunately when I asked for another week, he said
that’s not how it works. At that point I decided to book for myself and
moved the cinema to appeal to an older, mature audience and it
thrived for eight years until the landlord wanted to knock it down for
new housing. After a re-run when I returned The Rodney in Wetherby
to pictures, Brian was always interested to know how it was going and
I was delighted when he pronounced me “a real cinema man”.
Brian was devastated when Jim Schultz died and from that point he
seemed to lose his zest for life. His health slowly deteriorated once he
was diagnosed with bowel cancer. He was always a great conversa-
tionalist with endless stories about ‘barring’ disputes and dealing with
distributors, although he was very fond of Disney’s Reg Vaux. Brian’s
time at the Futurist, Elsecar was marred by the coal strike but I recall
he was always grateful to Warner’s for supplying prints at minimum
rate. He was a great friend and offered me much support. He’ll be very
much missed in the exhibitor’s world.
Bob Preedy

Chris died on 11 January after suffering with cancer. In 1981 Chris
founded the Mercia Cinema Society, mainly I believe in order to
provide an illustrated magazine as the CTA Bulletin was typewritten
with no pictures in those days. The society developed to publish
several books on cinemas. Chris remained involved with the Mercia
until about 1990 but it continued thereafter under the chairmanship
of Kate Taylor until 2009 when the magazine editor Mervyn Gould
died, after which it was merged with the CTA. Chris leaves a widow
Rosemary and a daughter Edwina, to whom we send our condolences.
Charles Morris

Members will be saddened to hear that ex-CTA member, Chris died on
11 January; he had not been well for some time. Chris was a fairly
active member of the CTA in the early 1980s until joining a faction
that decided to form the Mercia Cinema Society. Chris and his wife,
Rosemary, were interested in printing and publishing and produced
the society’s magazine The Mercia Bioscope and went on to write and
publish a number of books on cinemas, starting with The Dream
Palaces of Birmingham, published in 1983. At one stage they pub-
lished their own book on Odeons. I always found Chris to be very
helpful and always very keen to encourage people’s interest in cine-
mas. He was a man of many interests – some of which ‘overtook’
cinemas in recent years but when I last spoke to him just before
Christmas, he was still keen to hear about my latest cinema history
project and wanted to help in any way he could.
Ned Williams
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Built in the 1880s as the Town’s Temperance Hall, it first became a
cinema for a short period in 1946 when it was used by a travelling
cinema for Thursday night screenings. Between 1951-64, it was
operated as a cinema by Kelvin and Grenville White and called 

. On closure the building became a library but when that shut
in 2013, it was bought by Jane and William Hughes, who reopened it
as a single-screen cinema in June 2014. A modest two-row balcony
with 13 seats was constructed in 2017 and the current capacity is
161 seats. In December 2020 it became one of 200 independent
cinemas to benefit from the Culture Recovery Fund.

Housed in the former Town Hall, this cinema is run by Merlin Cinemas
and is delightfully quirky – even boasting a blue clock on the roof!

This was originally built as the , opening in
1967. Until it closed in 1998 it staged big-name summer shows.
Legendary entertainers who graced the theatre included Ronnie
Corbett, Larry Grayson, Danny La Rue, Les Dawson and, perhaps
the most famous of all, Basil Brush. It reopened in October 1999 as
the  multiplex cinema. Today it’s a nine-screen  cinema.

The original building opened as the  in 1863 and was
extended in 1880. Projection equipment was installed as early as 1915
but it wasn’t until 1931 that the theatre became a full-time cinema,
when it was closed and was remodelled by architects Healy and Over-
bury of Cheltenham. It reopened as a cinema in March 1933 with 571
seats in the stalls and 312 in the circle. Odeon bought the site in 1935,
rebranding it  two years later. In 1973 it was closed for twinning,
reopening in March 1974 with 360 seats in the former stalls and 309
in the former circle. Odeon ran the cinema until November 1999 when
they closed it. It was then taken over by Merlin Cinemas and reopened
yet again in February 2000. This time it was called the  and in
2001 the former stalls was tripled. This four-screen cinema, like every
other site in the country, is now closed due to the current pandemic and
it’s doubtful whether it will reopen; that’s because it was already
scheduled to close in June 2021 when Merlin Cinemas is hoping to
open a thirteen-screen multiplex in a former BHS store nearby.

Opened in 1912 and built in the theatrical ‘free Baroque’ style with art
nouveau decorative details including a spectacular grand entrance, the

 closed in 1999. In 2015 it was acquired by the
Paignton Picture House Trust, who were excited that many original
features had survived, including art deco wall lights made by a local
craftsman. A £2.5m regeneration programme is planned; it recently
received a £200,000 grant from Historic England to refurbish intricate
stonework and its stained-glass windows. The cinema’s most famous
regular customer was crime writer Agatha Christie. A seat was always
reserved for her in the balcony and there’s a legend that her butler
would serve her drinks during a film! She often used a thinly-veiled
version of the cinema in her novels, calling it ‘The Gaiety’.

In high summer when the sun shines, the English Riviera, that delightful
area of the south Devon coast that stretches between Torquay, Paignton
and Brixham, is a tourist hot spot. On days when the weather is cold and
wet, there’s plenty of cinemas for the holidaymaker to seek refuge in as
these pictures, taken in October 2020 by CTA member Anthony Wills, show.

Text and captions by Mike Whitcombe


